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The present state of MOS LSI semiconductor technology has permitted very powerful and complex gen-
eral purpose processors to be economically incorporated into a single silicon chip. This capability ushers in
a new era of system design, where for the first time low cost tools are available for solving many complex
problems. Significant levels of computing power are now available inexpensively and can be used both to
lower the cost of high performance systems and to improve the efficiency of programmers in their in-
creasingly more complex tasks.

The AmZ8000 family is the first processor family to fully exploit this new era, breaking tradition with the
legacy of compromised performance dictated by past manufacturing technologies. The two processors in
the family incorporate many of the features heuristically evolved from both minicomputer and main frame
systems. This gives the applications programmer, the systems programmer and the system designer the
power and flexibility required for today's complex systems.

This document describes the Processor Instruction Set in detail. The descriptions have been arranged with
one instruction per page for completeness and for easy reference. This approach has been found to be
suitable for both hardware designers and for programmers. There is no intention to be concise, but instead
to provide users with complete, detailed, easy-to-understand descriptions of all the processor instructions.

The information in this document will later be updated and incorporated as the Instruction Chapter in a
forthcoming AmZ8000 family reference manual. This document is one of several in support of the
AmZ8000 family.
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The AmZ800l and AmZ8002 are initial members of the AmZ8000 sixteen bit
microprocessor family. These central processing units (CPUs) are soft-
ware compatible and hence, unless otherwise indicated, information
contained in this document appl ies to both. The AmZ8001 handles 23-bit
addresses giving it 8 Megabyte (8,388,608 bytes) addressing capability.
Memory associated with the AmZ8001 system is considered to consist of
128 segments with 64 Kilobytes (65,536 bytes) per segment. Thus, the
AmZ8001 is also known as the segmented version. On the other hand, the
AmZ8002 has 16-bit (64 Kilobyte) addressing capability and is also known
as the non-segmented version.

The CPUs are centered around sixteen 16-bit general purpose registers
identified as R0 through R15. The desired register is usually designated
by a four bit field in an instruction. In general, the instructions operate
on byte (8-bit), word (16-bit), or long word (32-bit) operands. For byte
operations, the first eight general purpose registers (R0 through R7) are
treated as sixteen 8-bit registers identified as RL0, RH0, RL1 and so
on to RL7 and RH7. A four bit field in an instruction designates the
desired byte register. For operations requiring long-words, the 16-bit
general purpose registers are grouped in pa~rs. For example, the R0,
R1 pair is identified as RR0, the R2, R3 pair as RR2 and so on to the
R14, R15 pair as RR14. Thus, the general purpose registers can also be
treated as eight 32-bit registers. The three most significant bits of a
4-bit field in an instruction designate the desired register pair and the
fourth bit should be zero. For certain 64-bit operands, 'the general purpose
registers can also be grouped in quads. For example, the R0, R1, R2 and R3
group is identified as RQ0, the R4, R5, R6 and R7 group as RQ4 and so on to
the R12, R13, R14 and R15 group as RQ12. The two most significant bits of
a four bit field in an instruction designate the desired quad register and
the remaining two bits should be zero. Figure 1 depicts the AmZ8001 register
structure and Figure 2 shows the AmZ8002 register structure. Table 1 is a
summary of register addressing in byte mode and Table 2 is a summary for
16-bit, 32-bit and 64-bit modes.
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The registers may contain operands or address information. When a
register pair contains a long-word operand, the even numbered register
of the pair holds the most significant 16-bit while the odd numbered
register of the pair holds the least significant 16-bits. When a
register quad is specified for 64-bit data, the first register holds
the most significant 16-bits and the last register of the quad holds the
least significant 16-bits. For example, R0 is the first register and R3 is
the last register of the quad RQ0, R4 is the first and R7 is the last of
the quad RQ4 and so on.

In AmZ800l a register pair will be needed to specify the required 23-bit
address. The 7-bit segment number is always specified in the even numbered
register and 16-bit offset is specified in the odd numbered register of the
pair.

The architecture allows the creation and maintenance of stacks in the memory.
Any of the general purpose registers (except RR0 in AmZ800l and R0 in AmZ8002)
can be designated as a stack pointer in the PUSH and POP instructions.
However, for the CALL and RETURN instructions, specific general purpose
registers are implied as stack pointers.

In the AmZ800l, the general purpose register pair RR14 is the implied
stack pointer. The seven bit segment number is contained in R14 and
Rl5 contains the 16-bit offset value. The segment number together with
the offset value forms a 23-bit segmented address. For the AmZ8002, the
general purpose register R15 is the implied stack pointer and contains the
required 16-bit address. It should be remembered that the implied stack
pointers are still general purpose registers. In other words, certain
implied general purpose registers are given stack pointer attributes in
addition to their normal general purpose characteristics.

The processors can operate in one of two selectable modes: SYSTEM and
NORMAL. The SYSTEM mode is sometimes called supervisor or privileged



mode and the NORMAL mode is sometimes known as problem or non-privileged
mode. Separation of system and normal stacks is a desirable in order to
facilitate sophisticated system designs. This is accomplished by
providing SYSTEM STACK POINTER in addition to NORMAL STACK POINTER.

In the AmZ800l two additional registers R14l and R15l are provided corres-
ponding to R14 and R15. When AmZ800l is operating in the SYSTEM mode, R14l

will be used as the general purpose register whenever R14 is specified.
Similarly R15l will be used instead of R15 in the SYSTEM mode for both
AmZ800l and AmZ8002. Thus, the register pair R14l, R15l (identified as
RR14l) is the implied SYSTEM STACK POINTER for the AmZ800l and R15l is the
implied SYSTEM STACK POINTER for the AmZ8002. Although R14 and R15 are
not used in the SYSTEM mode, instructions are provided such that these
two general purpose registers can be accessed without actually switching
the operating mode. The SYSTEM STACK POINTER will be used during program
interruptions to save the pre-interrupt status irrespective of the selected
operating mode.

The CPU operation is controlled by instructions fetched from the memory.
The address for instruction fetch is supplied by the PROGRAM COUNTER (PC).
Figure 3 shows the AmZ8001 program counter. It consists of two words, seven
bits of the first word are used to specify the segment number and l6-bit off-
set is specified in the second word. The segment number designates one of
128 segments and the 16-bit offset designates a memory location in that
segment. The instructions are always word al igned and the PC is incremented
by multiples of 2 to fetch instructions from sequential memory locations.
It should be noted that incrementing the offset cannot affect the segment
number. In other words, carry from offset will not propagate into the
segment number of the PC; instead the offset counter will simply wrap
around. Figure 4 shows the AmZ8002 PC format consisting of 16 bits.
Except for the absence of the segment number portion PC operation
of the AmZ8001 and AmZ8002 are identical. When reset, the AmZ8001 PC SEG will
be automatically loaded from memory address 4 and PC OFFSET will be
automatically loaded from address 6. Amz8002 PC will be automatically loaded
from memory address 2 upon reset. All these memory addresses are located in
segment 0.
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The contents of the program counter and FLAG AND CONTROL WORD (FCW) are
collectively called the Processor Status Information. The FCW of the
AmZ8001 is shown in Figure 5. The most significant byte contains five
control bits - Segmentation Enable (SEG), Normal/System (N/S), Stop
Enable (SE), Vectored Interrupt Enable (VIE) and Non-Vectored Interrupt
Enable (NVIE). The least significant byte contains six CPU flag bits -
Carry (C), Zero (Z), Sign (S), Parity/Overflow (P/V), Decimal Adjust (DA),
and Half Carry (H). The remaining bits are reserved for future expansion.
The FCW for the AmZ8002 is shown in Figure 6. It is identical to Figure 5
except that the SEG bit is not available in the AmZ8002.

The flag portion of the FCW contains processor flags necessary to characterize
the results from data manipulation operations. The half carry (H) flag
is affected during arithmetic operations involving byte operands. A
byte consists of two 4-bit digits. The H flag is used to indicate occurrence
of a carry from the least significant digit into the most significant digit.

The Decimal Adjust (DA) flag is provided to facilitate conversion operations
required to accomplish BCD arithmetic. The Parity/Overflow (P/V) is used
to indicate parity of the result following certain non-arithmetic operations
and occurrence of overflow condition following arithmetic operations. If
both operands participating in an add operation have the same sign and the
result has the opposite sign, an overflow has occurred. Subtraction is
addition with the 2's complement of the subtrahend.

The CPU uses two's complement representation of numbers and hence the most
significant bit is considered to be the sign bit. A "one" in the most
significant bit position represents a negative number. The Sign
reflects the state of the most significant bit position of a result after
an arithmetic or logic instruction.

The Zero (Z) flag when set to 1 indicates that all bits (including sign)
of a resul t are zero. In general, this flag is affected for both
arithmetic and logic instructions.





The Carry (C) flag is used to indicate occurrence of a carry from the most
significant bit position after an arithmetic instruction. By convention,
bits are numbered starting from zero, hence bit 7 (eighth bit) is the most
significant for bytes, bit 15 (sixteenth bit) is the most significant for
words and bit 31 (thirty-second bit) is the most significant for long
words.

The CPU can handle three types of external interrupts: non-maskable, non-
vectored and vectored. The NVIE and VIE bits control the latter two. The
non-maskable interrupt cannot be disabled in the CPU. On the other hand,
vectored and non-vectored interrupts can be disabled by clearing the
corresponding FCW bit to~. In other words, an interrupt enable bit
must be 1 before the corresponding external interrupt signal will be
recognized. The non-maskable interrupt has the highest priority while
vectored interrupt has the next lower and non-vectored has the lowest
priority.

The Stop Enable (SE) bit is provided to faci litate stopping the processor
after executing a single instruction. There is an external input to the
processor that participates in this operation. When the SE bit is I, the
external input signal will be honored.

The N/S bit determines the operating mode; logical "one" indicates SYSTEM
and logical "zero" indicates NORMAL. In the System mode, all instructions
are valid and are executed. In the Normal mode, only those instructions
are valid that cannot be used to affect the system'integrity. The instructions
that are not valid in the Normal mode are called System or Privileged instruC-
tions. The System instructions include those that inspect or modify the
control bits of the FCW, those that participate in interprocessor communica-
tion and those that perform input/output operations. If a system instruction
is encountered while operating in the Normal mode, the instruction execution
is suppressed and a trap will be generated to cause program interruption.



The AmZ8001 deals with 23-bit segmented addresses whereas AmZ8002 uses
16-bit non-segmented addressing. The SEG bit in the FCW allows the AmZ8001
to operate in the non-segmented mode. When this bit is I, the CPU is operating
in the segmented mode. This bit will always be zero in the AmZ8002.

The most significant byte of the FCW contains the control bits. Hence any
. instruction that operates on these bits is a privileged instruction.

Significance of the FCW bits is summarized in Table 3.

When reset, the FCW in AmZ8001 will be automatically loaded from memory
location 2 (segment ~) and the FCW in AmZ8002 will be automatically
loaded from location ~.

When a program interruption occurs, the CPU automatically saves the program
status in the system stack. The program status consists of the processor
status information and information relating to the reason for interruption
called Identifier. After storing the pre-interrupt program status, new
program status will be loaded into the FCW and PC. This new program status
is obtained from pre-determined locations in the memory called New Program
Status Area designated by the NEW PROGRAM STATUS AREA POINTER (NPSAP). The
NPSAP in AmZ8001 is shown in Figure 7. It consists of two 8-bit registers,
one for the 7-bit segment number and the other for the most significant
eight bits of the offset. On the other hand, only one 8-bit register is
used in the AmZ8002 as shown in Figure 8. This register specifies the most
significant 8-bits of the 16-bit address. Access to the NPSAP is by
using the LDCTL instruction.

Both AmZ8001 and AmZ8002 contain a refresh counter to facilitate dynamic
memory system implementations. The refresh counter is illustrated in
Figure 9 consisting of a 9-bit binary ROW COUNTER and 6-bit· binary RATE
COUNTER and a REFRESH ENABLE (RE) bit. The RATE COUNTER is a programmable
modulo 64 counter clocked at 25% of the frequency of the clock driving the
CPU. The ROW COUNTER Is clocked whenever the RATE COUNTER overflows. The
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The automatic refresh feature can be disabled by loading a zero into
REFRESH ENABLE bit. When the CPU is reset for initialization, this bit
is set to "1" i.e. refresh Is enabled. Access to the refresh counter
is made using the LDCTL instruction.



Operands needed to execute an instruction are designated by regis~er
addresses, memory addresses or I/O addresses. The addressing mode of a
given instruction not only designates the relevant address space but also
defines the method to be used in computing the operand address. Addressing
modes are either explicitly specified or implied by the instruction. Eight
explicit addressing modes are provided: Register (R), Indirect Register (IR),
Direct Address (DA) , Immediate (1M), Indexed (X), Base Address (BA), Base
Indexed (BX) and Relative Address (RA). Autoinorement and Autodecrement
are the two implied addressing modes in block and string manipulation
Instructions.

Register (R) Mode: The operand used by the instruction is located in
a general purpose register as shown in Figure 10. The instruction specifies
the length of the operand (byte, word or long word) and a 4-bit field
in the instruction designates the intended register.

Indirect Register (IR): The instruction designates a general purpose
register; contents of the designated register are not the operand but
address of the operand. The AmZ8001 deals with 23-bit segmented addresses
and hence a register pair is designated by the instruction. The first
register contains the ]-bit segment number and the second register
contains the 16-bit offset as shown in Figure 11. Any general purpose
register pair except RR0 can be designated for this addressing mode. The
AmZ8002 requires only 16-bit addresses as shown in Figure 12 and hence
any general purpose register except R0 can be designated for IR addressing
mode.

Direct Address (DA): The instruction itself explicitly specifies an address
and the operand used by the instruction is located at that address. In AmZ8001
direct addresses are specified in one of two formats - long offset and
short offset. For the long offset, the memory word immediately
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following the instruction opcode word contains the 7-bit segment
number and the memory word immediately following the segment number word is
the 16-bit offset as shown in Figure 13A. For the shoft offset, the memory
word immediately following the instruction opcode word contains both 7-bit
segment number and 8-bit offset as shown in Figure 13B. In AmZ8002,
the memory word immediately following the instruction opcode word contains
the 16-bit address as shown in Figure 14.

Immediate (1M): The instruction itself contains the operand as shown in
Figure 15. In general, the memory word immediately following the instruction
opcode word contains the immediate operand. In case"of 32-bit immediate
operand, two memory words immediately following the instruction opcode
word are used.

Indexed (X): The instruction designates a 16-bit general purpose register
as the index register. Any general purpose register except R0 can be used
as the index register. The instruction also specifies an address as
in the direct address mode. In the AmZ8001, the 16-bit contents of the
designated index register are added to the 16-bit offset value specified in
the instruction. Both index and offset are treated as 16-bit unsigned
integers and any carry from the most significant bit position during this
addition is ignored. The resulting 16-bit sum together with the 7-bit
segment number specified in the instruction is used as 23-bit segmented
address as depicted in Figure 16A. The operand will be located at this address
in memory. If short offset is used in the AmZ8001 for indexed addressing mode,
the memory word immediately following the instruction opcode word contains
both a 7-bit segment number and an 8-bit offset as shown in Figure 16B.

A 16-bit unsigned integer is formed whose least significant byte is the 8-
bit offset specified and most significant byte is zero. The 16-bit word thus
formed is added to the 16-bit unsigned integer contained in the designated
general purpose register. Any carry from the most significant bit position
during this addition is ignored. The 16 bits resulting from this addition
together with the 7-bit segment number specified is the 23-bit address.
The operand will be located in the memory at this address.
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FIGURE 15 AMZ8001 AND AMZ8002 IMMEDIATE ADDRESSING MODE
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In AmZ8002, the memory word immediately following the instruction opcode
word contains a 16-bit address as shown in Figure 17. This unsigned
integer is added to the 16-bit unsigned integer located in the designated
index register. The carry from the most significant bit position during
this addition is ignored. The resulting 16-bit address is where the operand
is located in the memory.

Base Address (BA): The instruction designates a general purpose
register as the base address register. In case of AmZ8001, the instruction
designates a register pair such that the 7-bit segment number is contained in
one register and 16-bit offset is contained in the other as shown in
Figure 18. In case of AmZ8002, the designated base address register
contains 16-bit address as shown in Figure 19. Any general purpose
register except R0 or register pair except RR0 can be designated as the
base address register. The memory word immediately following the instruction
opcode word contains a 16-bit displacement. Both displacement and base
address are treated as unsigned binary integers. The 16-bit displacement
is added to the 16-bit base address (16-bit offset is AmZ8001) and carry
occurring from the most significant position during this addition is ignored.
The resulting 16-bit value (together with the segment number of the base
address in AmZ8001) is the address of the operand in memory.

Base Indexed (BX): The instruction designates a general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001) as the base address register. The instruction
also designates a 16-bit general purpose register as displacement. Any
general purpose register except R0 (AmZ8002) or any register pair except
RR0 (AmZ8001) can be used as the base address register. Similarly any
general purpose register except R0 can be used as the displacement
register. Both base address and displacement are unsigned integers.

The 16-bit displacement is added to the base address (or offset of the
base address in AmZ8001) and carry from the most significant bit
position during this addition is ignored. The 16-bit result (together with
base address segment number) is the address of the operand in memory.
Figure 20 and Figure 21 illustrate this addressing mode for AmZ8001 and AmZ8002.
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Relative Address (RA): The instruction itself contains a displacement.
This displacement is a signed integer using two's complement notation.
The number of bits allocated to represent the displacement depend on
the instruction where relative addressing mode is available. The
displacement is sign extended appropriately to obtain a signed 16-bit
displacement. The sign extended displacement is added to the 16-bit
program counter (PC OFFSET in AmZ8001). Carry from the most signifi-
cant bit position during this addition is ignored. As soon as the instruction
using the relative address mode is fetched, the PC will be updated.
Hence, updated PC value (i.e. address of the following instruction) will be
used for address calculation.

The 16-blt value obtained by adding the PC and displacement (together
with the segment number in AmZ8001) is the address of the operand in
memory. Figure 22 and Figure 23 Illustrate the relative addressing mode.

Autoincrement and Autodecrement: These two implied addressing modes are
only used in string manipulating instructions. These addressing modes are
a variation of the IR addressing mode. The instruction designates a
general purpose register (or a register pair in AmZ8001) whose contents
are used as the address. After fetching the operand, the contents of the
register are incremented or decremented depending on Autoincrement or
Autodecrement. In case of AmZ80Ql, only the register containing the
offset is affected and any carry resulting from this operation is ignored.
For byte operations incrementing or decrementing by 1 occurs, For
word operations incrementing or decrementing by 2 takes place.
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Operand Addressing

Seven types of operands are handled by the instructions - bits, digits
(4-bits), bytes (8-bits), words (16-bits), long words (32-bits), byte
strings and word strings. In general, operands may be contained in a
general purpose register or located in memory. However, string operands
must be located in memory only. The elements of a string reside in consecu-
tive memory locations.

Figure 24 illustrates the conventions used in relating one operand type to
another. A byte consists of two digits:; two bytes make a word and two
words make a long word. The left most element whether bit, digit or
byte is always the most significant. Bits of an operand are numbered
from right to left starting with zero for the least significant bit. The bit
operand located in a general purpose register is addressed by the designation
of the byte register containing the desired bit and specifying the bit
number in that byte. Bit operands can also be addressed by designating
a 16-bit general purpose register holding the word that contains the
desired bit and the bit number in that word. Digits are always addressed
by designating the byte register containing the desired digit. Word and long
word operands located in registers are addressed by the register or register
pair designation. When a long word is specified using a register pair, the
even numbered register of the pair contains the most significant 16-bits and
the odd numbered register of the pair contains the least significant 16 bits.

Memory address space is viewed as a chain of consecutively numbered
(in ascending order) bytes as shown rn Figure 25. Also note that the
numbering starts with zero. The number of each byte is its address.
Thus, the byte is the basic addressable element in memory. A word in memory
spans two byte addresses. The most significant byte of a word must
always be an even address and the least significant byte is the immediately
following odd address. This arrangement is called "word aligned".
Thus, words are addressed by the address of the most significant byte
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or even address. A long word in memory spans two words or four bytes.
The most significant 16-bits are contained at a word address and the
least significant 16-bits are contained at the immediately following
word. For example a long word is contained in memory addresses ~ and 2,
then location ~ contains the most significant 16-bits and location 2
contains the least significant 16 bits. Long word operands in memory
are addressed by specifying the address of the most significant byte of
the most significant word. For example, address ~ is used for a long
word operand located at locations ~ and 2. Instructions are
always addressed as words and hence instructions in memory must be
word aligned.

The CPU can handle both byte and word string operands. Two
parameters are needed to specify a string - starting address (address of
the first element) and the length of the string expressed in terms of the
number of elements in the string as depicted in Figure 26. For example,
a word string starting at address 100 and 25 words long will be characterized
by the starting address 100 and length 25. Similarly a byte string
which is 15 bytes long and starts at address 157 will be characterized
by the starting address 157 and its length 15. By specifying Autoincrement
addressing mode in a string manipulating instruction, successive elements
of strings specified in the above manner can be accessed for processing.
String operands can also be specified by the ending address (address of
the last element) instead of the starting address and the length expressed
in terms of number of elements in the string. Autodecrement addressing
mode is used to access successive elements of the string in this case.
It should be noted that when deal ing with byte strings, there are no
restrictions on whether the starting and ending addresses are odd or
even. However, because of the word alignment requirement, word strings
can have only even addresses.
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Program interruptions are divided into two groups - interrupts and traps.
In general, interrupt is an external asynchronous event needing the
CPU's attention. Trap usually is a synchronous event resulting from the
execution of certain instructions under some specified condition. Also
an interrupt may be disabled in the CPU by an appropriate control bit
in the FCW; traps cannot be disabled. Procedures followed by the CPU are
essentially the same for interrupts ~nd traps.

When an interruption occurs, the current program status information is
automatically pushed on the system stack as shown in Figure 27. As
discussed before, program status consists of Processor Status (PC and FCW)
and a 16-bit word called Identifier. The Identifier contains information
relating to the reason for this interruption.

There are three interrupts listed in order of decreasing priority:
non-maskable, vectored and non-vectored. There are four traps: system call,
unimplemented opcode, privileged instruction in normal mode and segmentation
error. For all three interrupts the Identifier is a 16-bit entity supplied
by the interrupting device. The Identifier in case of traps (except
segmentation error) is the first word of the instruction that caused the
trap. This word always contains the instruction opcode.

The segmentation error actually results from several exception conditions
that could occur when the Memory Management Unit (AmZ8010) is used in an
AmZ8001 system. Detailed discussion of the Memory Management unit is beyond
the scope of this document. It is sufficient for the current discussion
to know that the Identifier for the segmentation error trap will be supplied
by the Memory Management circuitry.

After saving the program status in the system stack, new processor status
is automatically obtained from a predetermined area in memory called New
Program Status Area. The New Program Status Area Pointer (NPSAP) specifies
the area in memory where the New Program Status Area is located. In AmZ8001,



SYSTEM STACK POINTER
AFTER INfERRUPi OR TRAP

SYSTE~ STACK POINTER
BEFORE INTERRUPT OR TRAP

SYSTH1 STACK POINTER
AFTER INTERRUPT OR TRAP

SYSTEM STACK POI~TER
BEFOR~ INTERRUPT OR TRAP

IDENTIFIER
FCW

PC SEG
PC OFFSET

MEMORY

, IDENTIFIER/

FCH
PC

"/

N-8
N-6
N-4
N-2
N

N-6
N-4
1':-2
N



NPSAP consists of a 7-bit segment number and most significant eight bits
of the offset. In AmZ8002 this pointer contains the most significant
eight bits of the address. The CPU utilizes a predetermined value in the
least significant eight bits of the NPSAP offset. Figure 28 and Figure 29
show the New Program Status Area format. For example, in AmZ8001, the
first four locations are used for segmentation error, next four locations
for system call trap and so on.

The format of storage' for all interruptions is the same. In AmZ8001, New
Program Status is contained in four consecutive memory locations. These are
in ascending order, Reserved Word, New FCW, new PC SEG and PC OFFSET.
The first location for every new processor status area of AmZ8001 is reserved
for future CPU expansion and should not be used in the interest of upward
software compatibility. In the AmZ8002, only two memory locations are
needed for the new processor status information. Two consecutive memory
locations in ascending address are used for new FCW and new PC.
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The CPU instructions are one to five words long depending on the type of
instruction and addressing mode. Instructions are located in memory and
must be word aligned. The first word of an instruction always contains the
opcode. Depending on the addressing mode, one or more words will follow
the opcode word of an instruction. Figure 30 illustrates the general
opcode word format. Some instructions contain fields that differ from
the generalized format shown. All such variations can be ascertained
by referring to the individual instruction descriptions found in later
sections of this document. In Figure 30, the Mode Field (bit 14 and bit
15), together with bit 12 and bit 13 and bits 4, 5, y and 7 determine
the applicable addressing mode. Bit 8 of the opcode word specified word
or byte operand whenever appl icable. Table 3 is a summary of addressing
mode decoding. Bits 4, 5, 6 and 7 normally designate a general purpose
register. Note that when designating a register pair, bit 4 must be
zero and only 5, 6 and 7 are used.

From Table 3 it can be seen that for Register Mode of addressing there are
no restrictions on the values of bits 4, 5, 6 and 7. Only the Mode
field is needed to specify this addressing mode. This allows designating
any general purpose register. However, for 1M, RA and DA addressing
modes, bits 4, 5, 6 and 7 must all be zero. For these addressing modes
zeros in bits 4, 5, 6 and 7 are not interpreted as general purpose
register number zero. Simi larly, for IR, BA, X and BX addressing modes,
bits 4,5, 6 and 7 cannot be zero. In other words, general purpose register
number zero cannot be used in these addressing modes. It should be
emphasized that if a register pair is needed for these addressing modes,
bit 4 is always zero and non-zero comment applies to bits 5, 6 and 7.
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MODE OP CODE REG ADDRESSING
BITS BITS BITS MODE
15, 14 13, 12 7,6,5,4

1 0 XX XXXX R
o 0 Any Value 0 1M

but 1 1

0 0 Any Value Non-Zero IR
but 1 1

0 0 1 1 0 RA
0 0 1 1 Non-Zero BA
0 1 XX 0 DA
0 1 Any Value Non-Zero X

but 1 1

o 1 1 1 Non-Zero BX



A set of input/output (I/O) instructions is provided to perform 16-bit
or 8-bit transfers between the CPU and I/O devices. Input/Output devices
are addressed using a 16-bit address called port address. Conceptually
the port address is very similar to a memory address. Logically, however,
port address space is not a part of the memory address space. Although
memory and port address information is physically transmitted on the same
bus lines in hardware, means are provided to distinguish memory addresses
from I/O addresses using status output lines supplied by the CPU. Port
address generation uses the same methodology that is used to generate
operand addresses in the non-segmented CPU using IR and DA addressing
modes.

Two types of I/O instructions are available - standard I/O and special
I/O. The address space used by the special I/O is logically separate
from the standard I/O. Special I/O address space can be distinguished
from the standard I/O space using the status output lines from the
CPU. A byte transferred using the standard I/O instruction appears on the
least significant 8 bus lines in hardware. However, when transferring
a byte using special I/O instruction, the byte will be on the most
significant 8 bus lines. This is the only major difference between
standard I/O and special I/O operations. Major discussion on the special
I/O instructions is beyond the scope of this document. It should be
enough to mention that special I/O instructions are intended for communi-
cating with the Memory Management unit. The I/O instructions exist
not only to transfer single words or bytes of data, but also blocks of
data from contiguous memory locations.

The Condition Code (CC) is a 4-bit field in some instructions that specifies
certain flag settings. The operation performed by the instruction is in
most cases determined by the outcome of comparing the actual flag settings
with that specified by the CC field. Instructions that specify CC field
include conditional jumps, return from subroutine and block/string mani-
pulating instructions. The Condition Code definitions consist of true and



false settings of the C, Z and P/V flags, signed and unsigned comparisons
as shown in Table 4. One of the CC values specifies unconditional combina-
tion in which flag settings are ignored.



CC FIELD MEANI NG FLAGS

1110 NZ Not zero Z f6

0110 Z Zero Z

1111 NC No carry C f6

0111 C Ca rry C

1100 PO Pa r i ty odd P/V f6

0100 PE Parity even P/V

1101 PL Plus S f6

0101 MI Minus S

1110 NE Not equal Z f6

0110 EQ Equa I A

1100 NOV Overflow is P/V f6
reset

0100 OV Overflow is set P/V

SIGNED COMPARISONS:

1001 GE Greater than S XOR P/V f6
or equal

0001 LT Less than S XOR P/V = 1

1010 GT Greater than Z OR (S XOR P/V) f6

0010 LE Less than or Z OR (S XOR P/V)
equal

UNSI GNED COMPARISONS:

1111 LGE Log i cal greater C f6
than or equal

0111 LLT Logical less C
than

1011 LGT Log i ca I C f6 AND Z f6
greater than

0011 LLE Logical less C OR Z
than or equal

1000 UNCONDITIONAL



The following pages contain detailed description of the individual instruc-
tions. Figure 31 illustrates a sample of the information presented with
each instruction.

Top left hand corner shows the title of the instruction and then the
mnemonic at the top center in each page. If an instruction is priviliged,
this fact will be noted to the right of the mnemonic. The operation
performed by the instruction is represented by symbolic notation or
a simple diagram whenever possible. In the symbolic notation, the
operand lengths are designated by two integers separated by a colon
between two angled brackets. For example dst<O:15> means that the
destination operand occupies 16-bits. If there is only one integer
contained between the brackets then the integer represents the bit number
in an operand. For example, src<8> means bit number 8 of the source
operand.

A detailed description of the instruction follows the operation. Also shown
with each instruction are the applicable addressing modes for that instruc-
tion. The instruction format is shown with appropriate fields labelled.
The instruction format shows the pre-assigned bit patterns for the fields
whenever appropriate. The number of memory locations occupied by the
instruction can also be found in the instruction format. For example,
in Figure 31, SETB instruction using R addressing mode occupies one
memory word.

To the left of the instruction format are the CPU cha~acteristics and
offset representation using the following abbreviations: S = Segmented,
NS = Non-segmented, SSO = Segmented Short Offset, SLO = Segmented Long
Offset. The numbers to the right of the instruction format represent
the execution time for the instruction in number of clock cycles. Above
each instruction format is the general notation representing the operands
needed for the instruction. At the bottom of each page is a description
and summary of the flags affected. Any shaded areas in the instruction
formats are reserved for future CPU expansion and should not be used.
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Address Modes
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SET dH. b
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ADC Rd, Rs

S,NS Il,O,l! 1,0,1;0 ,1

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

Operation
dst<O:15> +src<0:15> +

dst<O: 15> + C

The contents of the general
purpose registers designated
by the Rs (sou rce) and Rd
(destination) fields of
the instruction are added
together along with the
carry flag to obtain the
result. The l6-bit result
is loaded into the destina-
tion register, whose original
contents are lost. The
contents of the source are
not altered.

C: Set to 1 if there is carry
from the most significant
bit position of the word.
Reset otherwise,

Z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is nega-
tive. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 on arithmetic
overflow. Reset otherwise.



ADCB Rd, Rs

S,NS 11 0 1 10 1 00 Q..._R_d_ ••

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

The contents of the general
purpose byte registers de-
signated by the Rs (source)
and Rd (destination) fields
of the instruction are added
together along with the
carry flag to obtain the
result. The 8-bit result is
loaded into the destination
register, whose original
contents are lost. The
contents of the source are
not al tered.

C: Set to 1 if there is a carry
from most significant bit
position of the byte. Reset
otherwise.

Z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to I on arithmetic over-
flow. Reset otherwise.

DA: Reset always.
H: Set to 1 on carry from the

least significant digit of
result. Reset otherwise.



ADD Rd, Rs

R S,NS 11 0 o 0 o 0 o 1 I Rs Rd

ADD Rd, 1M

1M S,NS 0 o 0 o 0 0 Rd
OPERAND

ADD Rd, src

IR S,NS 10 0 o 0 o 0 o 1 I RS#OG

AOD Rd s rc

DA NS o 1 o 0 000 1 1 0 0 0 01 Rd
ADDRESS

o 1 0 000 0 I o 0 o 01 Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

00000
SEGMENT

o 1 0 o 0 0 0 1 Rs # o 1 Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

Source operand and destination
operand words are added together
and the 16-bit result is loaded
into the destination. The
contents of the source are not
altered and the original con-
tents of the destination are
lost. The source is determined
by the applicable addressing mode
and the destination is always a
general purpose register
designated by the Rd field of the
instruction.

ADD Rd, s rc C:
X SLO 0 o 0 000 13

SEGMENT z:
S:

P/V:

C Z S V AFFECTED

DA H UNAFFECTED

Set to 1 if there is a carry
from the most significant
bit position of the word.
Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.
Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.
Set to 1 on arithmetic over-
flow.



ADDB Rd, Rs

S,NS 11 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 I Rs Rd

ADDB Rd, 1M

S,NS 0 o 0 000 o 0
OPERAND

ADDB Rd, src

IR S,NS 10000 000 o I Rs # 0 [;] 7

ADDB Rd, src

DA tIS o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Rd 9

ADDRESS

ADDB Rd, src

o 1 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 I Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

ADDB Rd src
o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

ADDB Rd, src

o I 0 0 0 0 0 0 IRS # 0 I Rd

ADDRESS

o I 00000 0 Rs # o I Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

C Z S pfJ DA H AFFE CTEi)

UNAFFECTED

Source operand and destination
operand bytes are added together
and the 8-bit result is loaded
into the destination. The
contents of the source are not
altered and the original contents
of the destination are lost.
The source is determined by the
applicable addressing mode and
the destination is always a
general purpose byte register
designated by the Rd field of
the inst ruct ion.

C: Set· to 1 if the re is a ca rry
from the most significant bit
position of the byte.

Z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 on arithmetic overflow.
DA: Always reset.

H: Se t to I if there is a ca rry
from the least significant digit.



MOL Rd, Rs

1100101101

,

a a a 1 a 1 1 a 10 a a aT Rd

31 OPERAND 16

15 OPERAND a

ADDL Rd, s rc

IR S,NS ~000101 1 a I Rs#O Rd

ADDL Rd, src

DA NS a 1 a 1 a 1 I a Rd

ADDRESS

a 1 a 1 a 1 I a a a a a I Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

MOL Rd, src

X NS a I a 1 a 1 a Rd

ADORE SS

ADDL Rd, 5 rc

X sso a a I a 1 1 a Rs#O Rd

a SEGMENT OFFSET

ADDL Rd s rc

X SLO a 1 a 1 1 a

SEGMENT

C Z S PV AFFECTED

DA H UNAFFECTED

Source operand and destination
operand long words are added
together and the result is
loaded into the destination.
The contents of the source

14 are not altered and the
original contents of the
destination are lost. The
source is determined by the
applicable addressing mode and

15 the destination is always a
general purpose register pair
designated by the Rd field
of the instruction.

C: Set to I if there is a carry
from the most significant
bit position of the long word.

Z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is nega-
tive. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 on arithmetic
overflow.



AND Rd. src

R S,NS 11 a a a a I 1 I I Rs Rd

AND Rd, s rc

1M S,NS a D a a a I 11 a a a 01 Rd

OPERAND

AND Rd, src

1R S.NS 10 0 a a D I I 1 I Rs#O G
AND Rd. s rc

DA NS a I a a o I I I I 0 D a 01 Rd

ADDRESS

s

a 1 0 a a I I I a a a a I Rd
01 SEGMENT nFFSET

AND Rd, s rc

DA SLO a a D a I 12

SEGMENT

OFFSET

AND Rd, s rc

X NS a I a a a I I 11 Rs#O I Rd 10

ADDRESS

AND Rd, src

a I a o 0 I I I Rs#O I Rd

a I SEGMENT OFFSET

z S AFFECTED
C PV DA H UNAFFECTED

A logical AND operation is
performed between the correspon-
ding bits of the source and
destination words. The source
operand is determined by the
appl icable addressing mode.
while the destination operand
is always a general purpose
word register. designated by
the Rd field of the instruction.
The result of the operation is
loaded into the destination.
whose original contents are lost.
The source contents are not
a Ite red.

z: Set to I if result is 2ero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to I if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.



ANDB Rd, src

R S,NS 11 0 0 0 o 1 1 o I Rs Rd

ANDB Rd, src

1M S,NS D o 000 1 0

OPERAND

ANDB Rd, src

IR S,NS 10 0 0 0 0 1 1 o I Rs;iO 0
ANDB Rd, src

DA NS o 1 0 0 0 1 1 0-10 0 0 o I Rd
ADDRESS

ANDB Rd, src

o 1 0 o 0 1 1 0 000 o 1 Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

o 1 Rs#O 1 Rd

o 1 o 0 0 1 1 0 Rs;iO I Rd
01 SEGMENT OFFSET

z S PV AFFECTED

C OA H UNAFFECTED

A logical AND operation is
performed between the corres-
ponding bits of the source and
destination bytes. The source
operand is determined by the
applicable addressing mode,
while the destination operand
is always a general purpose byte
register, designated by the
Rd field of the instruction.
The result of the operation is
loaded into the destination,
whose original contents are
lost. The source contents are
not al tered.

z: Set to 1 if result is o.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if parity of result
is even. Reset otherwise.



test in a word
(dynami c)

z I AFFECTED

Ic S PV DAI H UNAFFECTED

The selected bit of the
word destination register
is tested and the Z flag
is affected. The desti-
nation word operand is
the general purpose
register designated by
the Rd field of the in-
struction. The bit to be
tested is determined from
a binary decode of the
least significant 4 bits
of a general purpose
word register. This
register is designated by
the Rs field. The contents
of the destination are
una Itered.

Z: Set to I if selected
bit of destination
operand is zero.
Reset otherwise.



BIT dst, b

R S ,NSII 0 I 0 0 I I d Rd Q 4 Operation

BIT dst, b

0IR s,Nslo 0 I 0 o 1 I I I RdJ!O 8

BIT dst b Descr ipt ion

DA NS o I I 0 o I I I 10 0 0 0 I b 10 A bit in the word destination
is tested, and the Z flag IsADDRESS affected as shown below.

The destination is determined
by the applicable addressing
mode, while the bit to be

DA SSo b 11 tested is specified by the b
field of the instruction.
The contents of the desti-
nation are not altered.

BIT dst, b

DA SLO 001 I I 13

SEGMENT

BIT dst, b
X NS o I I 0 0 I b 11

ADDRESS

BIT dst, b
SSO 0 I 0 0 I RMO b 11X

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

X SLO 14

Z AFFECTED

C S PV OA H UNAFFECTED

Flags:

z: Set to 1 if specified bit of
destination word is 9. Reset
otherwi se.



test in a byte
(dynami c)

Z AFFECTED

C S PV DA H UNAFFECTED

The selected bit of the
byte destination register
is tested and the Z flag
is affected. The desti-
nation byte operand is
the general purpose
register designated by
the Rd field of the
instruction. The bit
to be tested is determined
from a binary decode of the
least significant 3 bits
of a general purpose word
register. This register
is designated by the Rs
field of the instruction.
The contents of the
destination are unaltered.

Z: Set to I if selected bit
of destination operand
is zero. Reset
otherwise.



BITB dst, b
S,NS I 1 0 1 0 0 I 01 Rd CJ

BITB dst, b

S,NS I 0 0 I 0 0 1 01 RMO 0

o I I 0 0 I I 0 o 0 o 01 b

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

I 0 I RMO I

o 1 1 o 0 I I 0 RMO I b

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

Z AFFECTED
C S PV DA H UNAFFECTED

A bit in the byte destination
is tested, and the Z flag is
affected as shown below.
The destination is determined
by the appl icable addressing
mode. The bit to be
tested is determined by the
binary value of the least sig-
nificant three bits of the b
field of the instruction. The
contents of the destination
are not altered.

Z: Se t to I if spec if ied bit of
destination byte is 0. Reset
otherwi se.



CALL dst

S ,NS [0'0 0 1 1 1 I 1 I Rd 10 0 0 0 I
CALL dst

DA NS o 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 010000

ADDRESS

CALL dst

DA SSO 0 1 0 1 1 I 1 1 000 0 o 0 o 0

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

CALL dst

DA SLO 1 0 1 1 1 I 1

SEGMENT

CALL dst
o 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 I· RdJ/O 10 0 0 0

o 1 0 1 1 1 I 1 RdJ/O J 0 0 o 0

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

AFFECTED

C Z S P'ID~ H UNAFFECTED

R 15<0: 15> .•.R 15<0: 15>- Z
(RR14<0:ZZ» Updated PC offset

lZ R15<0:15>'" R15<0:15>- Z
(RR14<0:ZZ» .•. PC SEGMENT
PC SEGMENT dst<Z4:30>
PC OFFSET ds t<0: 15>

R15<0:15> .•.R15<0:15>- Z
(R15<O:15» Updated PC
PC dst<O:15>

The program return address
(i.e. the updated contents of
PC) is pushed onto the stack
addressed by the implied stack
pointer register (R15 non
segmented, RR14 segmented).
The new program counter
address is then loaded to
transfer control to the
subroutine. The new address
is determined by the
applicable addressing mode.



CALR d (segmented)
S ,NS 11 11 I Ope rat ion

RA 1 0 Displacement 15.10 RI5<0:15> ~ RI5<0:15> -2
(RRI4<0:22» ~ Updated PC OFFSET
RI5<0:15> ~ RI5<0:15> -2
(RR14<0:22» ~ PC Segment
PC OFFSET ~ Updated PC OFFSET +

2x displacement

Operation (non segmented)

R15<0:15> ~ RI5<0:15> -2
(RI5<0:15» ~ Updated PC
PC ~ Updated PC + 2 x displacement

Description

The program return address
is pushed onto the stack
addressed by the impl ied
stack pointer register (Rl5
non segmented, RR14 segmented).
The signed 12 bit displacement
field of the instruction is
sign extended and left shifted
(word al igned) before being
added to the return address.
The result is then loaded
into the program counter to
produce a jump address. The
program counter segment number
remains unaltered. The range
of the relative call is
+2047 to -2048 words with
respect to the updated PC.

I I AFFECTED Flags are not affected.
C Z S PVIDA HI UNAFFECTED



CLR dst

R S,NS '1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 I Rd W
CLR dst

IR S,NS ~ 0 0 0 1 I 0 1 I Rd W
CLR dst

DA NS 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 I0 0 0 011 0 0 0

ADDRESS

CLR dst

o 1 0 o J 1 0 1 o 0 o 011 0 o 0

D I SEGMENT OFFSET

CLR dst

X NS 100 1 o 1 100 0 12

ADDRESS

X SSO 0 1 0 1 Rd,lO 1 0 o 0 12

SEGMENT OFFSET

CLR dst
X SLO o 1 1 0 15

SEGMENT

AFFECTED
C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED

The 16 bits of the specified
11 destination word are replaced

with zeros. The original
contents of the destination
are lost. The destination is
determined by the applicable
addressing mode.



CLRB dst

R S,NS 11 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 I Rd ~ 7 Operation

dst<'3:7>+ "CLRB dst

IR S,NS 10 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 I Rd ~ 8

Description
CLRB dst

001000 011 0 0 0
The 8 bits of the specified

DA NS o 1 0 0 1 11 destination byte are replaced
wi th zeros. The original

ADDRESS contents of the destination
are lost.

CLRB dst The destination is determined
by the applicable addressing

DA SSO 0 001 1 0 0 o 0 o 0 1 0 o 0 12 mode.

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

CLRB dst

DA 001 1 0 0 14
SLO

SEGMENT

CLRB dst

X NS o 1 0 0 1 o 0 I Rd¥O 11 0 0 0 12

ADORE SS

CLRB ds t

X SSO 0 001 1 0 0 Rd¥O 1 0 o 0 12

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

CLRB dst

X SLO 001 1 0 0 15
SEGMENT

AFFECTED
C Z S PV DP H UNAFFECTED



CLRL dst

R S,NS 11 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 I Rd W 5 Operat ion

dst<0:31> •. i<lCLRL dst

IR S,NS 10 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 I Rd LOll] 11
Description

The 32 bits of the specifiedCLRL dst
destination are rep 1aced

1 0 0 10 0 0010000
with zeros. The originalDA NS D ) 0 11 14 contents of the destination

AnORESS are 105 t.

The des t inat ion is determined
by the applicable addressingCLRL dst
mode.

DA SSO 0 0 I 1 1 0 0 o 0 o 0 15

0 SEGMENT

o 0
ADDRESS

o 0 o I 1 ) 0 0 Rd # o 10 0 o 0

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

AFFECTED

C Z S I}v DA H UNAFFECTED



COM dst

R S,NS '1 0
o 0 1 1 0 1I Rd g Operation

ds t<l):15> dst<O: 15>
COM dst

IR S,NS I 0 0 o 0 1 10 d Rd g 12
Oescription

COM dst

odooo 010 0 0 0
The contents of the destination

DA NS o 1 o 0 1 1 15 word operand are complemented.
ADDRESS

The destination operand is
determined by the applicable
addressing mode.

COM dst

DA SSO 0 100 1 1 0 o 0 o 000 o 0 16

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

COM dst

DA SLO 1 0 0 1 1 0 18

SEGMENT

o 1 0 o I 1 0 1 Rd#O 10 0 o 0

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

z S AFFECTED

C PV bA H UNAFFECTED



o I 0 o I I 0 0 RMO 10 0 o 0

o I SEGMENT OFFSET

z S PV AFFECTEO

C OA H UNAFFECTED

Z: Se t to 1 i f res u I tis ze ro.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to I if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to I if parity of result
is even. Reset otherwise.



COMFLG

5, NS 11 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 Ic Z 5 pJ 0 1 0 11

The CPU flags C,Z,S and P/V are complemented or
unaltered, according to the bit settings in the
instruction field as described in the table below.

Instruction bit if = " if I

7 no effect complement C flag
6 no effect complement Z flag
5 no effect complement 5 flag
4 no effect complement P/V flag

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED



CP Rd, s rc

R S,NS 11 o 0 0 1 0 1 d Rs Rd 4 Operation
Use the resu 1t of Rd<0:15>- src<0:15>

CP Rd, src to set flags.
1M S,NS o 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 Rd 7

OPERAND
Description

CP Rd, s rc The source word operand is

10 0 0 1 I GJ compared by subtraction wi th
1R S,NS 0 1 0 1 Rs#O 7 the contents of a general

purpose word register designated
by the Rd field of the instruc-

CP Rd, s rc tion. The source operand is
determined by the applicable

DA NS 0 1 o 0 1 0 1 1 Rd 9 addressing mode. Both the
source contents and destination

ADDRESS contents are unaltered.

CP Rd, s rc

o 1 o 0 1 0 1 1 o 0 o 0 I Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

o 1 0 o 1 0 1 1 Rs#O 1 Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

C Z S PV AFFECTED
DA H UNAFFECTED

C: Reset on carry from most signi-
ficant bit of result. Other-
wise se t to 1 J ind icat in9 a
barrOn'.z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 on arithmetic overflow.
Reset otherwise.



CLOCK CYCLES
CPB Rd, s rc

R S,NS 11 a a a 1 a 1 a I Rs Rd 4 Ope rat ion

Use result of Rd<0:7>- src<0:7>
CPB Rd, s rc

to set flags.
I~l S,NS a a a a 1 a 1 a 7

OPERANO
Descri pt ion

CPB Rd, s rc The source byte operand is

10 a 1 a I G compared by subtraction wi thIR . S ,NS a a 1 a Rs#O 7 the contents of a general purpose
byte register designated by the
Rd field of the instruction.

CPB Rd, s rc The source operand is determined
by the applicable addressing

DA a 1 a a 1 a a Rd 9 mode. Both the source contentsNS and destination contents are
ADDRESS unal teredo

CPB Rd, s rc

a 1 a a 1 a 1 a a a a a I Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

CP.B Rd, s rc

X NS a 1 a a 1 a 1 a Rd

ADORE SS

CPB Rd, s rc

X SSO a a a 1 a 1 a Rs#O

a SEGMENT

CPB Rd, s rc

X SLO a a 1 a a

SEGMENT

C Z S P AFFECTED

PA H UNAFFECTEO

C: Reset on carry from most signi-
ficant bit of result. Otherwise
set to I, indicating a borrow.

z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to I if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to I on arithmetic overflow.
Reset otherwise.



COMPARE register to memory
word, autodecrement

I CPO I

1 0 1 1 1 o 1 1 Rs 1 o 0 0

0 0 0 01 Rc Rd CC

z PV AFFECTED
C S DA H UNAFFECTED

If result of dst<O: 15>- src<O: 15>
meets CC condition in instruction.

Rs<O: 15>
Rc<O: 15>

Rs<O: 15>- 2
Rc<O: 15>- 1

The source word operand is
compared to the destination
word operand by subtraction.
The destination operand is the
contents of the general purpose
word register designated by the
Rd field of the instruction.
The source operand is a word
in memory addressed by the
general purpose register
designated by the Rs field of
the instruction. Both source
and destination operands are
unaJtered, and the only
action is to set the flags.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rc ~ield of the instruc-
tion are decremented by 1. The
contents of Rs are decremented
by 2.

z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwi se.

PIV: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



register to memory
byte, autodecrement

1 0 1 1 1 o 1 0 Rs 1 o 0 0

000 01 Rc Rd CC

z PV AFFECTED

C S OA H UNAFFECTED

Operation

If result of dst<0:7>- src<0:7>
meets CC condition in instruction

Rs<O: 15>
Rc<O:15> +-

Rs<O:15>-
Rc<O:15>-

The source byte operand is
compared to the destination
byte operand by subtraction.
The destination operand is
the contents of the general
purpose byte register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instruction. The source op-
erand is a byte in memory ad-
dressed by the general pur-
pose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruc-
tion. Both source and des-
tination operands are unaltered
and the only action is to
set the flags. The contents
of the general purpose register
designated by the Rc field of
the instruction are decremented
by 1. The contents of Rs are
decremented by I.

Z: Se t to 1 if a compa rison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



COMPARE register to memory
word, autodecrement
and repeat

CPDR ds t, src, Rc, CC

S,NS 1 D 1 1 I 0 I 1 Rs

0 0 0 01 Rc Rd

*n is the number of
iterat ions

1 1 0 0 11 + 9n* Operation

CC If dst<O: 15>- src<O: 15>meets
CC condition in instruction.
Z flag ..- I

Rs<O: 15> ..- Rs<O: 15>- 2

Re<O: 15> ..- Rc<Q: 15>- 1

The source word operand is
compared to the destination
word operand by subtraction,
The source operand is a word
in memory addressed by the
general purpose register
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction. The
destination operand is the
contents of the general pur-
pose word register designated
by the Rd field of the in-
struction. Both source and
destination operands are un-
altered and the only action
is to set the flags. The
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
the Rc field of the instruc-
tion are decremented by 1.
The contents of Rs are decre-
mented by 2, and the operation
will repeat until termination.
Termination occurs when either
the contents of Rc are 0 or
CC condition is met. This
instruction is interruptible.

z I Ipvl
cis I IDA H

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



register to memory
byte, autodecrement
and repeat

1 0 1 1 1 010 Rs 1 1 0 0
o 0 0 01 Rc Rd CC

zI PV AFFECTED

C ls Dt H UNAFFECTED

If dst<O:7>- src<O:7>meets
CC condition in instruction.
Z fl ag +

Rs<O:15>
Rc<O:15>

Rs<O: 15>-
Rc<O: 15>-

The source byte operand is
compared to the destination
byte operand by subtraction.
The source operand is a byte
in memory addressed by the
general purpose register
designated by the Rs field of
the instruction. The des-
tination operand is the
contents of the general
purpose byte register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instruction. Both source and
destination operands are un-
altered and the only action
is to set the flags. The
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
the Rc field of the instruction
are decremented by I. The
contents of Rs are decremented
by I and th operation will
repeat until termination.
Termination occurs when either
the contents of Rc are 0 or
CC condition is met. This
instruction is interruptible.

Z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC fie Id. Reset
otherwi se.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwi se.



COMPARE register to memory ~
word,- autoincrement ~

I 0 I I I o 1 I Rs 0 o 0 0

o 0 0 01 Rc Rd CC

Z PI AFFECTED

C S DA H UNAFFECTED

If result of dst<0:15>- src<0:15>
meets CC condition in instruction.

Rs<0:15>
Rc<0:15>

Rs<O: 15>+ 2
Rc<O: 15>-

The source word operand is
compared to the destination
word operand by subtraction.
The destination operand is
the contents of the general
purpose word register designated
by the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. The source operand is
a word in memory addressed
by the general purpose register
designated by the Rs field of
the instruction. Both the
source and destination operands
are unaltered and the only
action is to set the flags.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rc field of the instruc-
tion are decremented by 1.
The contents of Rs are incre-
mented by 2.

z: Set to 1 if a comparison
m~tches cond~tion speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



COMPARE r-egister to memory @
~yte, autoincrement.

1 0 1 1 ) o 1 0 Rs 0 o 0 0

0 0 0 01 Rc Rd CC

Rs<O: 15> Rs<O: 15>+
RC<O: 15> Rc<O: 15>-

The source byte operand is
compared to the destination
byte operand by subtraction.
The destination operand is
the contents of the general
purpose byte register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instruction. The source
operand is a byte in memory
addressed by the general pur-
pose register designated by the
Rs field of the instruction.
Both the source and des-
tination operands are unaltered,
and the only action is to set
the flags. The contents of
the general purpose register
designated by the Rc field
of the instruction are
decremented by 1. The contents
of Rs are incremented by 1.

z PV I AFFECTED

C S DA HI UNAFFECTED z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied "in CC field. Reset
otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwi se.



Use result of dst<O: 15>- src<O: 15>
to set flags (see below).

o 1 0 0 I 1 0 do 0 0 010 0 0 1

OPERAND

ADDRESS

The immediate source word operand
is compared with the destination
word operand. The comparison is
achieved by subtraction. The
destination operand is determined
by the applicable addressing mode.
The contents of the destfnation
operand are unaltered and the only
action is to set the flags as
described below.

CP dst, 1M

X SSO o 100 I 1 0 001 15

OPERAND

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

CP dst, 1M

X SLO o 1 18

SEGMENT
Flags:

o 1 0 0 1 1 o 1 1 R#O 10 0 0 1
OPERAND

ADDRESS

C Z S PV AFFECTED
DA H UNAFFECTED

C: Reset on carry from most
significant bit of result.
Otherwise set to I, indicating
a borrow.

Z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 on arithmetic overflow.
Reset otherwise.



COMPARE IMMEDIATE byte wi th CP Imemory

CP 1M, dst

IR o 0 o 0 11 0 0 11 Ope rat ion
OPERAND Use result of dst<0:7>- src<0:7>

to set flags.
CP 1M, dst

DA NS 0 1 o 0 11 0 0 14 Description
OPERAND

The immediate source byte operand
is compared wi th the destination
byte operand. The destination
operand is determined by the

CP 1M, dst applicable addressing mode. The
contents of the destination

DA sso 0 1 o 0 11 0 0 15 operand are unaltered.

OPERAND

0 SEGMENT

CP 1M, dst

DA SLO o 0 1 I 0 0 17
OPERAND

SEGMENT

01001100
OPERAND

CP 1M, dst

X SSO o 1 o 0 1 I 0 0

OPERAND
0 SEGMENT

CP 1M, dst

X SLO o 0 1 I 0 0
OPERAND

SEGMENT

C Z S PV AFFECTED
DA H UNAFFECTED

c: Reset on carry from most
significant bit of result.
Otherwise set to I, indicating
a borrow.

Z: Set to 1 if result is O.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 on arithmetic over-
flow. Reset otherwise.



COMPARE reg iste r to memory
word autoincrement
and repeat

I 0 I I I o I 1 Rs 0 I 0 0

0 0 0 01 Rc Rd CC

I z PV AFFECTED

cI S OJ H UNAFFECTED

If dst<O: 15>- src<0:15>meets
CC condition in instruction.

Rs<O: 15>
Rc<O: 15>

Rs<O: 15>+ 2
Rc<O: 15>- I

The source word operand is
compared to the destination
word operand by subtraction.
The source operand is a word
in memory addressed by the
general purpose register
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction. The
destination operand is the
content of the general purpose
word register designated by
the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. Both source and des-
tination operands are un-
altered and the only action
is to set the flags. The
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
the Rc field of the instruc-
tion are decremented by I.
The contents of Rs are incre-
mented by 2. The operation
will repeat until termination.
Termination occurs when either
the contents of Rc are 0 or
CC condition is met. This
instruction is interruptible.

Z: Set to I if a compa rison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



COMPARE register to memory
byte autoincrement
and repeat

S,NS 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
o 0 0 O· Rc

r zl
cll S

v I
lOA H

b 100

CC

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

Rs<D:15>-<-
Rc<O: 15> -<-

Rs<O: 15>+ 1
Rc<O: 15>- 1

The source byte operand is
compared to the destination
byte operand by subtraction
The source operand is a byte
in memory addressed by the
general purpose register
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction. The
destination operand is the
contents of the general
purpose byte register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instruction. Both the source
and destination operands are
unaltered and the only action
is to set the flags. The con-
tents of the general purpose
register designated by the
~c field of the instruction
are decremented by 1. The
contents of Rs are incremented
by I, and the operation will
repeat until termination.
Termination occurs when either
the contents of Rc are ~ or
CC condition is met. This
instruction is interruptible.

z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



CPL Rd, src

S,NS 11 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 I Rs

o 0 o 1 000 o 10 0 0 0 I Rd
31 OPERAND 16

15 OPERAND 0

CPL Rd, src

IR S,NS Jo 0 o 1 o 0 o 0 I Rs;lO Rd 14

CPL Rd, s rc

DA NS o 1 0 1 000 0 Rd 15

ADDRESS

CPL Rd, s rc

DA sso o 1 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 Rd 16

SEGMENT OFFSET

CPL Rd, s rc

DA SLO 0 000 0 18

SEGMENT

CPL Rd, src

X NS o 1 o 0 0 0 Rd

ADDRESS

CPL Rd, s rc

X SSO 0 000 0 Rs;lO Rd
SEGMENT OFFSET

CPL Rd, s rc

X SLO 0 000 0

SEGMENT

C z IS PI AFFECTED

I DA H UNAFFECTED

The source long word operand
is compared by subtraction
with the contents of a general
purpose reg j ster pa i r
designated by the Rd field
of the instruction. The
source operand is determined
by the applicable addressing
mode. Both the source
contents and destination
contents are unaltered.

C: Reset on carry from most
significant bit of result.
Otherwise set to 1, indica-
ting a borrow.

z: Set to I if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is nega-
tive. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 on arithmetic over-
flow. Reset otherwis~.



COMPARE word strings in )CPSD I
memory, autodecrement

I 0 1 1 ) o 1 1 Rs 1 o 1 0

o 0 0 o I Rc Rd CC

Rs<O: 15>
Rd<O: 15>
Rc<O: 15>

Rs<O: 15>-2
Rd<O: 15>-2
Rc<O: 15>-1

The source word operand is
compared to the destination
word operand. Both the
source and destination
operands are words in memory
addressed by the general pur-
pose registers designated in
the Rd and Rs fields of the
instruction. The comparison
is achieved by subtraction.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rc field of the in-
struction are decremented by
I. The source and destination
operands are unaltered. The
contents of the Rs and Rd
registers are decremented by
2.

z PV AFFECTED

C S DA H UNAFFECTED z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. ReSet
otherwi se.

P!V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



COMPARE byte strings in lCpSDBI
memory, autodecrement

1 0 1 1 1 010 Rs 1 o 1 0

0 0 0 01 Rc Rd CC

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

Rs<0:15>
Rd<0:15>
Rc<O: 15>

Rs<O: 15> -
Rd<O: 15> -
Rc<O: 15> -

Description

The source byte operand is
compared to the destination
byte operand. Both the
source and destination
operands are bytes in memory
addressed by the general pur-
pose registers designated
in the Rd and Rs fields of the
instruction. The comparison
is achieved by subtraction.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rc field of the instruc-
tion are decremented by 1.
The contents of Rs and Rd are
both decremented by 1. The
source and destination operands
are unaltered. The contents
of the Rs and Rd registers are
decremented by 1.

z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. "Reset
otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



COMPARE word strings in ICPSDRI
memory, autodecremen~
and repeat

1 0 1 1 1 o 1 1 Rs 1 1 1 0

0 0 0 01 Rc Rd CC

z PV AFFECTED
C S OA H UNAFFECTED

Rs<O: 15>
Rd<O: 15>
Rc<O: 15>

Rs<O: 15>- 2
Rd<O: 15>-
Rc<O: 15>-

The source word operand is
compared to the destination
word operand. Both the source
and destination operands are
words in memory addressed by
the general purpose registers
designated in the Rs and Rd
fields of the instruction.
The comparison is achieved by
subtraction. Both source and
destination operands are
unaltered. The contents of
the general purpose register
designated by the Rc field of
the instruction are decremented
by 1. The contents of the
Rs and Rd registers are both
decremented by 2. The oper-
ation will repeat until
termination. Termination
occurs when either the contents
of Rc are ~ or CC condition is
met. This instruction is
interruptible.

z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



byte strings in ICPSORBI
memory autodecrement _,•••••••••••• ,
and repeat

1 0 1 1 1 010 Rs 1 1 1 0

0 0 0 01 Rc. Rd CC

z PV AFFECTED

C S DA H UNAFFECTED

11 + 14n* Operation

If result of Dst<O:7>- Src.<O:7>
meets CC c.ondition, Z flag + 1

Rs<O: 15>
Rd<O: 15>
Rc.<O:15>

Rs<O: 15>-
Rd<O: 15>-
Rc.<O:15>-

The sourc.e byte operand is
c.ompared to the destination
byte operand. Both the sourc.e
and destination operands are
bytes in memory addressed by
the general purpose registers
designated in the Rs and Rd
fields of the instruc.tion.
The c.omparison is ac.hieved
by subtraction. Both sourc.e
and destination operands are
unaltered and the only action
is to set the flags. The
contents of the general purpose
register designated by the Rc
field of the instruction are
decremented by 1. The contents
of the Rs and Rd registers are
both decremented by 1. The
operation will repeat until
termination. Termination occurs
when either: The contents of
Rc are ~ (string exhausted) or
CC condition is met. This in-
struc.tion is interruptible.

Z: Set to 1 if a c.omparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwise.

P!V: Set to 1 if resu 1t of
decrementing Rc. is zero.
Reset otherwise.



COMPARE word stringS
in memory, auto-
increment

1 0 1 1 I 0 1 1 Rs 001 0
o 0 0 01 Rc Rd CC

z I PV AFFECTED

C IS OA H UNAFFECTED

Z flag

Rs<0':15> <- Rs<O: 15>+ 2

Rd<O:15> <- Rd<O: 15>+ 2

Rc<O:15> Rc<O: 15>-1

The source word operand is
compared to the destination
word operand. Both the source
and destination operands are
words in memory addressed by
the general purpose registers
designated in the Rs and Rd
fields of the instruction.
The comparison is achieved by
subtraction. The contents of
the general purpose register
designated by the Rc field of
the instruction are decremented
by 1. The source and destina-
tion operands are unaltered.
The contents of the Rs and Rd
registers are incremented by 2.

z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwi se.



byte strings. in IC:PSI~l
memory. autOlncrement

1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 Rs 0 o 1 0

0 0 o 0 I Rc Rd CC

z pv AFFECTED

C S DA H UNAFFECTED

Rs<O: 15>
Rd<O:15>
Rc<O: 15>

Rs<O: 15>+
Rd<O:15>+
Re<O: 15>-

The source byte operand is
compared to the destination
byte operand by subtraction.
Both the source and destination
operands are bytes in memory
addressed by the general
purpose registers ~esignated
in the Rd and Rs fields of the
instruction. The comparison
is achieved by subtraction.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rc field of the
instruction are decremented
by 1. Both source and
destination operands are
unaltered. The contents of
the Rs and Rd registers are
incremented by 1.

z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwi se.



word strings in
memory, autoincrement
and repeat

1 0 1 1 1 o 1 1 Rs 0 1 1 0

000 01 Rc Rd CC

*n = number of
iterations

z PV AFFECTED

C S DA H UNAFFECTED

If result of dst<O: 15>- src<O: 15>
meets CC conditon in instruction.

Rs<O: 15> -+-

Rd<O: 15> -+-

Rc<O: 15> -+-

Rs<O: 15>+ 2
Rd<O: 15>+ 2
Rc<O: 15>- 1

The source word operand is
compared to the destination
word operand. Both the source
and destination operands are
words in memory addressed by
the general purpose registers
designated in the Rs and Rd
fields of the instruction.
The comparison is achieved
by subtraction. Both source
and destination operands are
unaltered. The contents of ~
the general purpose register
designated by the Rc field of
the instruction are decremented
by 1. The contents of the
Rs and Rd registers are both
incremented by 2. The operation
will repeat until termination.
Termination occurs when either
the contents of Rc are ~ or CC
condition is met. This
instruction is interruptible.

z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwi se.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



cor·1PARE byte strings., in ICPSIRB I
memory autoincrement I

and repeat

I 0 J I I o I 0 Rs 0 11 0

o 0 0 01 Rc Rd CC

z Pvj AFFECTEO

C S OP H UNAFFECTED

Rs<O: 15>

Rd<O: 15>

Rc<0:15>

Rs<0:15>+

Rd<O: 15>+

Rc<O: 15>-

The source byte operand is
compared to the destination
byte operand. Both the source
and destination operands are
bytes in memory addressed by
the general purpose registers
designated in the Rs and Rd
fields of the instruction.
The comparison is achieved
by subtraction. Both source
and destination operands are
unaltered and the only action
is to set the flags. The
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
the Rc field of the instruc-
tion are decremented by I.
The contents of the Rs and Rd
registers are both incremented
by I. The operation will
repeat until termination.
Termination occurs when either
the contents of Rc are 0
or CC condition is met. This
instruction is interruptible.

z: Set to 1 if a comparison
matches condition speci-
fied in CC field. Reset
otherwi se.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwi se.



DAB Rd Operation

R S ,Nsil a I I a a a a I Rd 10 a a a I 5 dst<0:7> + dst<0:7>+ BCD<0:7>

Description

A destination byte register,
designated by the Rd field
of the instruct ion, is
adjusted by the addition of
the BCD operand given in the
tab Ie be low. This instruc-
tion converts a byte (binary
representation) into a two
digit binary coded decimal
representa t ion, following an
arithmetic operation.

PRECEDI ~IG C FLAG dst<4:7> H FLAG dst<0:3> BCD<0:7> C FLAG
ARITHMETIC BEFORE (HEX) BEFORE (HEX) AFTER
OPERATION DAB DAB DAB

a 0-9 a 0-9 00 a
a 0-8 a A-F 06 a

ADDB a 0-9 1 0-3 06 a
ADCB a A-F J 0-9 60

a 9-F a A-F 66
a A-F I 0-3 66

0-2 a 0-9 60
0-2 a A-F 66
0-3 0-3 66

a 0-9 a 0-9 00 a
SUBB a 0-8 6-F FA a
SBCB 7-F a 0-9 AO

6-F 6-F 9A

C: Set or reset according to table.
z: Set to 1 if result is zero.

Reset otherwi se.
S: Set to 1 if the most sig-

nificant bit of the result
is set. Reset otherwise.AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED



DBJNZ Rc, d

II I I d

IDBJNZ[

DisPlacementl

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

Rc<O:7> + Rc<O:7> -
If Rc<O:7> - I ¥ 0

Then PC + Updated Pc-2x displacement
Otherwise PC + Updated PC

The contents of the general
purpose byte register desig-
nated by the Rc field of the
instruction are decremented,
and if this produces a non-
zero result, a jump is executed.
The jump address is obtained
by subtracting the contents of
the 7 bit displace-
ment field, which has been
left shifted (ie word aligned)
from the contents of the up-
dated program counter (ie
incremented by 2). The re-
sultant address is loaded
~nto the program counter and
is used as the jump destination.
The instruction displacement
field is interpreted as a 7
bit unsigned integer. Thus
the range of the relative jump
is ~ to -127 words with respect
to the updated PC.
If the register decrementation
produces a zero result, then the
contents of the program counter
are merely updated by incre-
men t ing by 2.



DEC dst, N

X NS o 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 N 14

ADDRESS

DEC dst N

X SSO 0 0 1 0 RdJ/O N 14

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

dst, N

X SLO 010 1 1 17

SEGMENT

z S Pj\ AFFECTED

C DA H UNAFFECTED

z: Set to 1 if resu 1 t is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to 1 if resu 1 t is negat i ve.
Rese t otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 on ari thmetic overflow.
Reset otherwise.



DECB dst, N

1 0 I c;:]R S,NS 11 0 1 0 1 0 Rg 4

Ope rat ion
DECB dst, N

1 0 I W dst<0:7> - N - 1I 0 0
dst<0:7> ..-IR S,NS 1 0 1 0 Rd 11

DECB dst, N

DA 0 1 1 0 ) 0 1 0 N 13 DescriptionNS
A value between 1 and 16ADDRESS is subtracted from the
destination byte operand and
the result is loaded backDECB dst, N into the destination. The

DA N desired value to be sub-SSO 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 o 0 o 0 14 tracted is specified by
the N field. N = '"0 SEGMENT OFFSET corresponds to value 1 and
so on, and N = F corresponds
to value 16. The desti-

DECB ds, N nation is determined by the
applicable addressing mode.

DA SLO 1 0 1 0 1 0 16
SEGMENT

DECR dst, N

o lID 1 0 1 0 I RdJ/O I N

ADDRESS

o 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 RdJ/O I N

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

z S P/V AFFECTED
C DA IH UNAFFECTED

z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to 1 if result negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 on arithmetic
overflow.



DI

S,NS ID I 1 1 I I D 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 V N I 6

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

Ope rat ion

FCW<II> " for N="
FCW<ll> FCW<II> for N=l
FCW<12> " for V="
FCW<12> FCW<12>for V=l

The interrupt enables in the
FCW are reset to " dependent
upon the values of the N & V
bit within the instruction.
A value of I in these bit
positions causes the relevant
interrupt enable to be
unaltered, and a value of "
causes the relevant interrupt
enable to be Reset. The bit
designated V in the instruc-
tion controls the vectored
interrupt enable bit and
the bit designated N controls
the non-vectored enable
interrupt bit.



DIV dst, src

11 0 o 1 1 0 1 1 I RsR S,NS

DIV dst, src

Ir1 S,NS o 0 o 1 1 0

OPERAND

DIVIDE register pai r by
source word

....__0 95

DIV dst, src

F 0 o 1 1 0 1 I I Rs#O GJ 95IR S,NS

DIV dst, src
DA NS o 1 o I 1 0 I Rd 96

ADDRESS

o 1 0 I 1 o 1 ) o 0 o 0 I Rd
01 SEGMENT OFFSET

DIV dst, src

SSO 0 0 I 1 0 1 Rs 0 Rd
0 SEGMENT OFFSET

DIV dst s rc
SLO 0 I 0 1

SEGMENT

C Z S PV AFFECTED
DA H UNAFFECTED

dst<0:15> + dst<0:31> /src<0:15>
dst<16:31> + Remainder

A 32-bit signed integer
(d ivi dend) is con ta ined in
a destination register pair
designated by the Rd field
of the instruction.

A 16-bit signed integer source
operand (divisor) is determined
by the app 1 icab Ie add ress ing
mode. Division is performed
to obtain a 16-bit quotient
and a 16-bit remainder.

The quotient is loaded into
the least significant desti-
nation register. The remainder
is loaded into the most signi-
ficant destination register.
The source operand is not
a 1te red.

The original contents of the
destination are lost unless
the division operation is
aborted. This occurs if the
divisor is zero or if the
magnitude of the divisor is
less than or equal to the
magnitude of the high order
half of the dividend.

The aborted instruction takes
less than 30 clock cycles.

c: Set to 1 if the quotient is
less than -215 or greater than/
equal to 2+15. Reset otherwise.

z: Set to I if either the quotient
or divisor is zero. Reset
otherwi se.

S: Set if quotient is negative.
Reset otherwi se.

P/V: Set to 1 if division Is
aborted. Reset otherwise.



DIVIDE register quadruple by
source long word

DIVL dst, src

S ,NS 11 0 0 1 1 0 1 Q

0 o 1 1 0 1QI00001 Rd

31 OPERAND 16
15 OPERAND n

DIVL dst, s rc

IR S,NS F 0 0 1 1 010 Rs#O l Rd I 723

DIVL dst, s rc

DA NS o 1 0 1 1 o I o 10 0 0 0 I Rd 724
ADDRESS

DIVL dst, src
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 000 o I Rd

I SEGMENT OFFSET

DIVL dst, src
NS o 1 0 1 1 o 1 0

AD

DIVL dst, s rc
SSO 0 1 0 1 I o 1 0

0 SEGMENT

DIVL dst, src
SLO 1 1 o 1 0

SEGMENT

C Z S PV AFFECTED

DA H UNAFFECTED

dst<0:31> + dst<0:63> /src<0:31>
dst<32:63> + Remainder

A 64-bit signed integer
(d iv idend) is con ta ined in
a quadruple destination
register designated by the
Rd field of the instruction.

A 32-bit signed integer
source operand (divisor)
is determined by the
applicable addressing mode.
Division is performed to
obtain a 32-bit quotient
and a 32-bit remainder.

The quotient is loaded into
the least significant desti-
nation register pair. The
remainder is loaded into
the most significant desti-
nation register pair. The
source operand is not altered.

The original contents of the
. destination are lost unless

the division operation is-
727 aborted. This occurs if the

divisor is zero or if the
magnitude of the divisor is
less than ~r equal to the
magnitude of the high order
ha 1f of the d iv idend.

The aborted instruction takes
a maximum of 60 clock cycles.

C: Set to 1 if the quotient is
less than -231 or greater than/
equal to 2+31. Reset otherwise.z: Set to 1 if either the quotient
or divisor is zero. Reset
otherwise.

S: Set if quotient is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V:" Set to 1 if division is
aborted. Reset otherwise.



DJNZ I

DJNZ Rc. d

11 1 1 1 ~ Displacement

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

Rc<D:15> ~ Rc<0:15> - 1
I f Rc<O: 15> ;10

Then PC ~ Updated PC-2x displacement
Otherwise PC + Updated PC

The contents of the general
purpose word register desig-
nated by the Rc field of the
instruction are decremented
and if this produces a non-
zero result, a jump is executed.
The jump address is obtained
by subtracting the contents
of the 7 bit instruction dis-
placement field which has been
left shifted (ie word aligned)
from the contents of the
updated program counter (ie
inc remen ted by 2). The
resultant address is loaded
into the program counter and
is used as the jump destina-
t ion. The d is-
placement field is inter-
preted as a 7 bit unsigned
integer. Thus the range of
the relative jump is 0 to
-127 words with respect to the
updated PC.
If the register decrementation
produces a zero result, then
the contents of the program
counter are merely updated by
incrementing by 2.



£1

S, NS I0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 1 V N I 6

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

Operat ion

FCW< 11> <- I for N='"
FCW<ll> FCW<11 >for N=l
FCW<12> 1 for V=",
FCW<12> FCW<12>for V=l

The interrupt enables in the
FCW are set to 1 dependent
upon the values of the N & V
bits within the instruction.
A val u e of I in these bit
positions causes the relevant
interrupt enable to be un-
altered, and a value of '"
causes the relevant interrupt
enable to be set. The bit
designated V in the instruction
controls the vectored inter-
rupt enable bit and the bit
designated N controls the
non-vectored int~rrupt enable
bit.



EXCHANGE source word wi th G
destination word

EX Rd, src

R S,NS 11 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 I Rs 0 6 Operation

Src<O: 15> +-+ dst<O: 15>
EX Rd, s rc

IR S,NS 10 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 I Rs 0 12

Description
EX Rd, s rc

1 1 0 0 o 01
The contents of the source

DA NS 1 1 0 1 1 0 Rd 15 operand word are exchanged
with the contents of the desti-

ADDRESS nation operand word. The
destination operand is always
a genera 1 purpose word register

EX Rd, s rc designated by the Rd field
of the instruction. The

DA SSO 0 1 I 0 1 1 0 000 0 Rd 16 sou rce operand is determined
by the appropriate addressing

0 SEGMENT OFFSET mode.

DA SLO 18

Ex Rd, src

X NS o 1 1 0 1 1 o 1 Rd 16

ADDRESS

EX Rd, s rc

X SSO 0 1 1 o 1 1 0 Rs Rd 16

o' SEGMENT OFFSET

EX Rd, src

X SLO 1 1 o 1 1 0 19

SEGMENT

AFFECTED

C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED



EXCHANGE Source byte with
destination byte

EXB Rd, src
s,Nsl10IOllool Rs

EXB Rd. src

S,NS I 0 0 1 0 1 I 0 0 I Rs

o 1 1 o I I 0 0 Rs#O I Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

AFFECTED
C Z 5 PV DA H UNAFFECTED

The contents of the source
operand byte are exchanged with
the contents of the destination
operand byte. The destination
operand is always a general
purpose byte register designated
by the Rd field of the instruc-
t ion. The sou rce ope rand
is determined by the appropriate
addressing mode.



EXT.S Rd

IIOl10001[R;"J10101

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

If dst<O:15> is negative
dst<16:3\> + l's
otherwise dst<16:31> + ~

The destination is a general
purpose register pair, designated
by the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. The sign bit of
the less significant
register of the pair is copied
into each bit position of the
most significant register. In
this manner, the sign of the
operand is preserved as the
operand is extended from 16 to
32 bits in length.



EXTSB Rd

S,NS 11 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0I

AFFECTEO

UNAFFECTED

If dst<O:7> is negative
dst<8:l5>'" l's
otherwise dst<8:15> .•.~

The destination is a general
purpose register, designated by
the Rd field of the instruction.
The sign bit of the
the less significant byte of the
register is copied into each
position of the most significant
byte. In this manner,
the sign of the operand is
preserved as the uperand is
extended from 8 to 16 bits.



EXTSL, Rd

5, NS II 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 I Rd 10 1 1 11

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

If dst<O:31> is negative
dst<32:63> + 1'5
Otherwise dst<32:63> + 0

The destination is a general
purpose register quad
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The
sign bit of the less
significant register pair of
the quad is copied into
each bit position of the most
significant register pair.
In this manner, the sign of the
operand is preserved as the
operand is extended from 32
to 64 bits.



HALT

I0 1 1 11010100008
*Interrupts are recognized at the

end of each 3 cycle period.

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

Instruction execution is
suspended and CPU will be
in a wait state until an
interrupt or reset is
rece ived.

While in wait state, bus
requests will be
acknowledged and memory
refresh will continue.



INPUT word to register
from I/O port

IN Rd, src

IR S,NS 10 a I I 1 I a I I Rs Rd 10

IN Rd, s rc

DA S,NS a a 1 I I a I I 100 12

PORT ADDRESS

AFFECTEO
UNAFFECTED

A general purpose word
destination register desig-
nated by the Rd field of
the instruction is loaded
from an input port. The
port address is determined
by the applicable addressing
mode. The original contents
of the destination are lost.



INPUT byte to reg iste r
from I/O port

INS Rd , Rs

S,NS 10 0 I I I I o 0 I Rs

INS Rd, src

S,NS o 0 1 1 0 I 0

PORT ADDRESS

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

A general purpose byte
destination register
designated by the Rd field
of the instruction is
loaded from an input port.
The port address is deter-
mined by the applicable
addressing mode. The
original contents of the
destination are lost.



INC ds t, N

R S,NSllO 1 0 I 0 0 1 I Rd 0 4 Operation

dst<0:15> <- dst<0:15> + N + 1
INC dst, N

IR s,Nslo 0 I 0 I 0 0 d Rd 0 II
Description

INC dst, N A value between I and 16

11 0 0 0 01
is added to the destination

DA NS 0 I I 0 I 0 0 N 13 operand word and the
result is loaded back into

ADDRESS the destination. The
desired value to be added
is specified by the N field.

INC dst, N N = ~ corresponds to value 1
and so on, and N = F

DA sso 0 I 0 1 0 0 o 0 o 0 14 corresponds to value 16.
The destination is determined

0 SEGMENT OFFSET by the applicable addressing
mode.

INC dst, N

DA SLO I 0 I 0 0 16

SEGMENT

INC dst, N

o I 1 0 I 0 0 1 1 Rd 1 N

ADDRESS

o I I o 100 I Rd I N

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

z S PV AFFECTED
C DA H UNAFFECTE D

z: Set to I if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to I if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to I on arithmetic
overflow. Reset otherwise.



INCB dst, N

R S,NSll0 1 a 1 a a a I Rd 0 4
Operation

dst<0:7> + dst<0:7> + N + 1
INCB dst, N

IR s,Nsio a 1 a 1 a a a I Rd 0 11 Oescr ipt ion
A value between 1 and 16
is added to the destinationINCB dst N operand byte and the

DA NS 01000 a I N result is loaded back intoa 1 1 a 1 a a 13 the destination. The
desired value to be addedAODRESS is specified by the N
field. N = ~ corresponds

INCB dst, N to 1 and so on, and N = F
corresponds to value 16.

DA sso 14
The destination isa I a 1 a a a a a a a N determined by the applicable

a SEGMENT OFFSET addressing mode.

INCB dst, N

SLO 1 a 1 a a a 16DA
SEGMENT

a I 1 a 100 a Rd I N

a I SEGMENT OFFSET

z S PV DA H AFFECTED
C UNAFFECTED

z: Set to I if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to I if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 on arithmetic overflow.
Reset otherwise.

DA: Set to O.
H: Set on carry from least

significant digit. Reset
otherwise.



o 0 1 1 I o 1 1 Rs 1 0 0 0

o 0 0 01 Rc Rd 1 o 0 0

PV AFFECTED

C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

Rd<O: 15>
Rc<O: 15>

Rd<O: 15> - 2
Rc<O:15> - 1

Data word from the port addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruction
is loaded into a memory desti-
nation. The destination is
addressed by the contents of
the general purpose register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The original
contents of the destination
are lost. The contents of the
general purpose registers
designated by Rd are then
decremented by 2. The contents
of the general purpose register
designated by Rc are decremented
by 1.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc register
is zero. Reset otherwise.



001 1 1 o 1 0 Rs 1 000

000 01 Rc Rd 1 000

PV AFFECTEO

C Z S DA H UNAFFECTEO

dst<0:7>
Rd<0:15>
Rc<0:15>

src<O: 7>
Rd<O: 15> -
Rc<O: 15> -

Data byte from the port addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rs field of the in-
struction is loaded into a
memory destination. The
destination is addressed by
the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rd field of the in-
struction. The original
contents of the destination
are lost. The contents of
the general purpose registers
des ignated by Rd and Rc a re then
decremented by 1.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc register
is zero. Reset otherwise.



memory, autodecrement
and repeat

~ 0 1 1 I o 1 I Rs 100 0
10 0 0 o I Rc Rd o 0 0 0

PV AFFECTED

C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

Rd<O: 15>"- Rd<O: 15> - 2
Rc<O:15>"- Rc<O:15> - I

Data word from the port addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruction
is loaded into a memory desti-
nation. The destination is
addressed by the contents of
the general purpose register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The original
contents of the destination
are lost. The contents of the
general purpose register de-
signated by Rd is then decre-
mented by 2. The contents of
the general purpose register
designated by Rc are decre-
mented by I. The instruction
is terminated when the result
of this decrementation reaches
zero. This instruction is
interruptible.



memory, autodecrement
and repeat

, .,

o 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 Rs 1 000

o 0 o 01 Rc Rd 0 00 a

PV AFFE CTE D

C Z S DA H UNAFFE CTE D

dst<0:7>
Rd<O: 15>
Rc<O: 15>

src<0:7>
Rd<O:15> -
Rc<O:15> -

Data byte from the port- addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rs field of the instruc-
tion is loaded into the
memory destination. The
destination is addressed by
the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. The original contents
of the destination are lost.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by Rd are then decremented by
1. The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by Rc are decremented by 1.
The instruction is terminated
when the result of this
decrementation reaches zero.
This instruction is interruptible.



INPUT word from I/O port ~
to memory, autoincrement

0 0 1 1"1 o 1 1 Rs 0 0 o (
0 o 0 01 Rc Rd 1 0 o (

Ipv I .eFFECTED

C Z S I IDA H U~AFFECTED

dst<O: 15>
Rd<O:15>
Rc<O: 15>

src<O: 15>
Rd<O: 15> +

Rc<O: 15> -

Data word from the port addressed
by the contents of ~he general
purpose register designated
by the Rs field of the
instruction is loaded into a
memory destination. The
destination is addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rd field of the in-
struction. The original
contents of the destination
are lost. The contents of the
general purpose register de-
signated by Rd are then incre-
mented by Z. The contents of
the general purpose register
designated by Rc are decremented
by 1.

P/v: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc register
is zero. Reset otherwise.



0 0 1 1 1 o 1 0 Rs 0 o 0

0 0 o 0 I Rc Rd 1 o 0

pv AFFECTED

C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

dst<O:7>
Rd<O: 15>
Rc<O: 15>

src<O:7>
Rd<O;15> +

Rc<D: 15> -

Data byte from the port addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rs field of the in-
struction is loaded into a
memory destination. The
destination is addressed by
the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. The original contents
of the destination are lost.
The contents of the general
purpose registers designated
by Rd are then incremented
by 1. The contents of the
general purpose register
designated by Rc are decremented
by 1.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc register
is zero. Reset otherwise.



to memory, autoincrement
and repeat

0 0 I 1 1 o 1 I Rs 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 01 Rc Rd o 0 0 0

PV AFFECTED

C Z S DA H UNAFFE CTE D

11 + 10n*

Operation

dst<0:15> src<O: 15>
Rd<O: 15> Rd<0:l5> + 2

Rc<0:l5> Rc<0:15> -

Data word from the port addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rs field of the
instruction is loaded into
a memory destination. The
destination is addressed by
the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. The original contents of
the destination are lost. The
contents of the general purpose
register designated by Rd are
then incremented by 2. The
contents of the general purpose
register designated by Rc are
decremented by 1. This in-
struction is terminated when
the result of this decrementation
reaches zero. This instruction
is interruptible.



I NPUT byte from I/O port to
memory, autoincrement
and repeat

o 0 1 1 1 o 1 0 Rs 000 0
o 0 0 01 Rc Rd o 0 0 0

PV AFFE CTE D

C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

dst<O:7>
Rd<O:15>
Rc<O: 15>

src<O:7>
Rd<O: 15> +

Rc<O: 15> -

Data byte from the
port addressed
by the contents of the
general purpose register
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction is
loaded into a memory desti-
nation. The destination
is addressed by the contents
of the gene ra 1 pu rpose reg iste r
designated by the Rd field
of the instruction. The
original contents of the
destination are lost. The
contents of the general
purpose register designated
by Rd are then incremented
by 1. The contents of the
general purpose register
designated by Rc are de-
cremented by 1. This instruc-
tion is terminated when the
result of this decrementation
reaches zero. This instruc-
tion is interruptible.



I RET

S,NS 10 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 100 0 O~

R15<0:15>

PC +

R15<0:15>+ 2

(R15<0:15»

R15<O:15>

FCW

R15<O:15>

PC SEGMENT

R15<0: 15>

PC OFFSET

R15<0:15>+ 2

(RR14<O:22»

R15<0: 15>+ 2

(RR14<O:27.»

R15<O:15>+ 2

eRR14<0: 22 »

R15<0:15> + R15<0:15>+ 2

FCW (R15<0: 15»

This instruction causes a return from an interrupt or trap. The
program status that was pushed on the system stack is popped to
restore the pre-interrupt processor status. The System Stack
Pointer contents are modified to reflect the entries that are
removed.

AFFECTEO

UNAFFECTEO The flags will be restored to
pre-interrUPt values.



JP CC, dst

S. NS 10 0 0 1 I I I 0 I

J P I

CC True/CC False
_·C·C--'15,1017.7 Operation

PC<0:15> <- dst<0:15>
if condition is met.

0100001

a I a 1 I I I a a a a 01 cc

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

o I a I I I I a I RMO I cc

a I a I I I I a RMO 1 cc

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

JP CC, dst
SLO a I 0 I I I

AFFECTED
C Z S PI!DP H UNAFFECTED

PC<0:15> <- Updated PC
if condition failed

The program executes a jump
if the condition set In the
condition code field of the
instruction Is met. A desti-
nation address Is obtained
according to the applicable
addressing mode, and Is
loaded Into the program
counter. If the cond It Ion set
in the condition code of the
instruction is not met, then
the value in the program
counter is merely updated.



J R CC, d

g

I
C Iz Is

I D isp 1acemen t

AFFECTED 1
UNAFFECTED I

PC -<- Updated PC + 2x d isp 1acement
If condition met
Otherwi se PC -<- Updated PC

A program jump is taken if the
condition code set in the CC
field of the instruction
is met. If the con-
dition is met, the contents of
the program counter are updated
(incremented by 2 and added
to the contents of the 8 bit
displacement field of the
instruction, after the latter
has been sign extended and left
shifted (word aligned). The
result is then loaded into the
program counter as the jump
address. If the condition is
failed, the program counter
is merely incremented by 2.
The range of the jump is +127
to -128 words with respect to
the updated PC. The program
counter segment number remains
unchanged.



LOAD word register into GJ/~memory

lD dst. Ks

IR s,Nslo 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 I Rd G 8
Operation

lD dst, Rs dst<O: 15> <- src<D:15>
DA S.NS o 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 Rs 11

AODRESS

o 1 1 0 1 1 I 1 o 0 o 0 I Rs01 SEGMENT OFFSET

lD dst, Rs
DA SlO 0 1 0 1 1

SEGMENT

LD dst. Rs

X NS o 1 1 0 1 I 1 1 I RMO I Rs

ADDRESS

LD dst, Rs

o 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 RMO I Rs

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

LOR dst, Rs
S,NS 001 100 1 1100001 Rs

DISPLACEMENT

LD dst. Rs
S.NS 001 I 0 0 1 I

DISPLACEMENT

LD dst, Rs

'." ~-O-O-Rx-l·I ••"••"""••"'~••'~'••~O••i ••,.,.

IIFFECTED
C Z S PV DA H UNIIFFECTED

The word contents of the
source register are loaded
into the word destination.
The source operand is always
a general purpose word
register designated by the
Rs field of the instruction.
The destination is determined
by the applicable addressing
mode. The contents of the
source are unaltered, and the
original contents of the
destination are lost.



LO Rd, src

S,NS ( 1 a 1 a a a a 1~

LO Rd, s rc

LO Rd, src

S, NS I a 0 1 0 0 a a 11 Rs#O

LO Rd, s rc

a 1 1 0 0 0 a 1 Rs#O I Rd

or SEGMENT OFFSET

LOR Rd, src

a a 1 I a a a 110 a a a I Rd

LO Rd, src
S, NS a a I 1 a a a 1 I R,,10 I Rd

LO Rd, src

~: ••O:_Rx:_O:_O_::-1:_15;~5'"

The source operand word is
loaded into the destination
word register. The source
operand is determined by
the applicable addressing mode
and the destination is always
a general purpose register
designated by the Rd field
of the instruction. The
contents of the source
operand are unaltered while
the original contents of

~he destination are lost.

AFFECTED
C Z S PV OP H UNAFFECTED



LD ds t, 1M

o 0 0 0 1 I 0 II Rd I0 1 0 1

o I 0 0 1 1 OdDOOolo 1 0 1

OPERAND

ADDRESS

LD dst, 1M

DA SSO o 1 0 0 1 1

OPERAND

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

LD dst, 1M

DA SLO

SEGMENT

o 1 0 0 1 1 o 11 RdJ/O 10 J 0 1

OPERAND

ADDRESS

LD dst, 1M

X SSO o 1 0 0 1 I o I o 1 0 1 15

OPERAND
SEGMENT OFFSET

X SLO o 1 18

SEGMENT

AFFECTED
C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED

The immediate word operand
following the instruction
in memory is loaded into
the destination.
The destination Is
determined by the applicable
addressing mode. The
original contents of the
destination are lost.



LOAD, constant into a register~ / ~

LDK dst, 1M

R S,NS 11 0 1 1 I 1 0 lGJ 1M Operation
! t

dst<0:3> <- IM<0:3> } 4 bitsLDB dst, 1M dst<4:15> •..."
R 11 1 000 1M 5 dst<0:7> •...IM<0:7>

} 8I I bitsdst<8:15> •...1'J

The immediate value in the
instruction field, 1M, is
loaded into the least signifi-
cant bits of the destination.
The destination is a general
purpose word register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instruction. The remaining
bits of the destination
register are cleared.

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED



LDAR Rd, 0

RA S,NS 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 01 0 0 0 01 Rd 15 Ope rat ion
Displacement Described below.

LOA Rd, Rs, d

BA Description
S,NS 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 Rd 15

The address of a source
Di sp 1acement operand is determined from

the app1 icable add ress ing
mode. This address is then

LOA Rd, Rs, d loaded into the gene ra 1 purpose

I" Ea uuJ
iW!1

destination register designatedBX S,NS 1 1 Rs Rd 15 by the Rd field of the instruc-

~
(-=-~ tion. The original contents

of the destination are lost.
Note that the destination wi 11
be a word ope rand in the

LDA Rd non-segmented machine and a
o 10 01 long word operand in theDA NS 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 Rd 12 segmented machine.

ADDRESS

LOA Rd
DA SSO 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 Rd 13

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

LDA Rd

DA SLO 0 1 1 0 15

SEGMENT

LOA Rs, Rd

o I 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 Rs#O 1 Rd

o 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 Rs#O 1 Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

AFFECTED

C Z S rv DA H UNAFFECTED



LOAD by te reg iste r i.nto
memory

LDB dst !IRs

S, NS 10 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 I
LDB dst, Rs

LDB dst, Rs

b I I 0 1 I 1 0 I Rd*O I Rs

o I 1 o I I I 0 R#O I Rs
01 SEGMENT OFFSET

LDRB dst, Rs
RA S ,NS 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 (0 0 0 0 (Rs 14

DISPLACEMENT

d st, Rs

" 00 "! 'MO C=J
PISP ACEMENT

LDB dst, Rs

S,NS ~-O-O-R-lx-o-I ~~~

AFFECTED
C Z S PV DA H UNAFFE CTE D

The byte contents of the
source register are loaded
into the byte destination.
The source operand is always
a general purpose byte
register designated by the
Rs field of the instruction.
The destination is determined
by the applicable addressing
mode. The contents of the
source are unaltered. The
original contents of the
destination are lost.



LOAD byte into
~ / ILORB l

reg i s te r

LOB Rd, s rc

R S,NS I 1 0 1 0 o 0 o 01 Rs c;:] 3 Ope rat ion

LOB Rd, s rc dst<O: 7> + s ~c<O :7>

1M S,NS 0 0 1 000 7
OPERAND

Destination
LOB Rd, s rc The source operand byte is

1R ~ 0 0 o 01 Rs#O GJ loaded into the destinationS,NS 1 0 o 0 7 byte register. The source
operand is determined byLOB Rd, src the applicable addressing
mode and the destination isDA NS o 1 1 0 o 0 Rd 9 always a general purpose
register designated by the

ADDRESS Rd field of the instruction.
The contents of the source

LOB Rd, src operand are unaltered while
the original contents of theDA SSO o 1 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 10 destination are lost.

SEGMENT OFFSET

LOB Rd, src

DA SLO 0 o 0 o 0 12

SEGMENT

LOB Rd, src

X NS 0 1 1 000 o 0IRs#O I Rd 10

ADDRESS

LOB Rd, s rc
X SSO 0 1 0 000 0 Rs#O 10

SEGMENT T

X SLO 13

o 0 1 1 0 0 0 0I Rs#O I Rd

AFFECTED
C· Z S p~ OF H UNAFFECTED



LOAD I Ht1ED lATE byte i,nto
~memory

LDB Rd, 1M

lR S,NS o 0 o 0 1 1 0 0 11 Operation

OPERAND dst<0:7> +- 1M <0:7>

LDB Rd. 1M Description
DA NS 0 I o 0 1 I 0 14 The immediate byte ope rand

OPERAND following the instruction
in memory is loaded into
the destination,
The destination ~:5

determined by the applicable
LDB Rd, 1M addressing mode. The

original contents of the
DA SSO 0 I o 0 1 1 0 0 15 destination are lost.

OPERAND

0 SEGMENT

LDB Rd. 1M

DA SLO o 0 I 1 0 0 17
OPERAND

SEGMENT

01001100
OPERAND

LDB Rd 1M
01001100

OPERAND

AFFECTED
C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED



LOAD control word l·nto a
register.

LDCTL Rd, CW

10 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 Rd__ ~

The contents of the control word specified in the CW field of the
instruction are loaded into the general purpose destination word
register specified by the Rd field of the instruction. The original
contents of the destination are lost. Where a,control word of
less than 16 bits is loaded into the destination register, a's
are loaded 'into the unused bit positions.

a a a
a a 1
a 1 0 FCW
a 1 1 Refresh reg ister (bits 1 through 8)
1 a a NPSAP segment
1 a NPSAP upper offset
1 a R14
1 1 RIS

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED



LOAD control word from a
reg i ster.

LDCTL Rs, CW

S,NS I0 I I I I I 0 I I

The control word specified in the CW field of the instruction is
loaded from the general purpose source word register specified
by the Rs field of the instruction. The original contents of the
control word are lost.

CW Field

o 0 0

0 0 I
0 1 0

0 I I
I 0 0

0 I

0

1

FCW
Refresh register (bits 1 through 15)
NPSAP segment
NPSAP upper offset
Rl4

Rl5

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

Flags are affected only if
the FCW is selected-as-the
destination.



LOAD flag byte into a
register

LDCTLB Rd

11 D 0 0 I J 0 0 I Rd

AFFE CTED

UNAFFECTED

The flag byte of the FCW
is loaded into the general
purpose byte destination
register designated by the
Rd field of the instruction.
The previous contents of
the destination register
are Ios t.



LOAl) flag byte from a
regi ster

LDCTLB Rs
R 11 o 0 01 1 o 0 1 Rs 11 o 0 1 I 7

Operat ion
FCW<0:7> .•.src<0:7>

Description

The flag byte of the
FCW is loaded from a
general purpose byte
source register desig-
nated by the Rs field
of the instruction.
The previous contents
of the flag register
are lost.

DA I H I I Flags are affected as describedC ,Z S PV AFFECTED above.

I I UNAFFECTED I



LOAD memory word to
memory autodecrement

1 0 1 1 1 o 1 1 Rd o 0 1
0 0 0 01 Rc Rs 000

PV AFFECTED

C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

20 Operation

dst<D:15> src<0:15>
Rs<O: 15> Rs<0: 15>- 2
Rd<O: 15> Rd< 0: 15>- 2
Rc<0:15> Rc<O: 15>-

Description

The source word operand is
loaded into the word desti-
nation. Both the source and
destination operands are
addressed by the general pur-
pose registers designated in
the Rs and Rd fields of the
instruction. The contents
of the source are unaltered
and the original destination
contents are lost. The
contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rc field of the in-
struction are decremented
by 1. The contents of Rs
and Rd are both decremented
by 2.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



LOAD memory byte to memory,
auto decrement

1 0 I 1 I 0 1 0 Rd 1 o 0 1
0 0 o ~ Rc Rs 1 o 0 (

pv AFFECTED

C Z S OA H UNAFFECTED

20 Operation

dst<0:7> src<O :7>
Rs<0:15> <- Rs<O: 15>-
Rd<O: 15> Rd<O: 15>-
Rc<0:15> <- Rc<O: 15>-

The source byte operand is
loaded into the byte desti-
nation. Both the source and
destination operands are
addressed by the general
purpose registers designated
in the Rs and Rd fields of
the instruction. The con-
tents of the source are
unaltered, and the original
destination contents are
lost. The contents of the
general purpose register
designated by the Rc field
of the instruction are decre-
mented by 1. The contents
of Rs and Rd are both decre-
mented by 1.

PIV:. Set to 1 if resu 1t of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



IL DO RI
and

memory word to
memory autodecrement
repeat.

1 0 1 1 1 o 1 1 Rd 1 0 01

o 0 0 0 I Rc Rs o 0 0 C

V AFFECTED

C Z S PA H UNAFFECTED

11 + 9n* Operat ion

dst<O:15> src<O:15>
Rs<O: 15> Rs<O: 15>- 2

Rd<O: 15> Rd<O: 15>- 2

Rc<O: 15> Rc<O: 15>- 1
repeat unt i1 termination

Description

The source word operand is
loaded into the word desti-
nation. Both the source and
destination operands are
addressed by the general pur-
pose registers designated in
the Rs and Rd fields of the
instruction. The contents
of the source are unaltered,
and the original destination
contents are lost. The
contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rc field of the in-
struction. are decremented
by 1. The contents of Rs and
Rd are both decremented by
2 and the operation will
repeat until termination.
Termination occurs when the
contents of Rc are~. This
instruction is interruptible.



LOAD memory byte to memory. ILDDRBI
autodecrement and repeat.

1 0 1 I I o 1 0 Rd 1 0 o 1

0 o 0 01 Rc Rs o 0 o 0

PV I AFFECTED

C Z S oAj H UNAFFECTED

dst<O:7>
R.s<n:15>
Rd<0:15>
Rc<O: 15>

src<0:7>
Rs<O: 15>-
Rd<O: 15>-
Rc<O :15>-

The source byte operand is
loaded into the byte desti-
nation. Both the source and
destination operands are
addressed by the general
purpose registers designated in
the Rs and Rd fields of the
instruction. The contents
of the source are unaltered.
and the original destination
contents are lost. The
contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rc field of the
instruction are decremented
by 1. The contents of Rs and
Rd are both decremented by
1 and the operation will
repeat until termination.
Termination occurs when the
contents of Rc are~. This
instruction is interruptible.



LOAD memory word to memory,
autoincrement.

I 0 I I I o I I Rd 0 0 o 1

o 0 0 01 Rc Rs I 0 o 0

PV I I AFFECTED

C Z S IDAI H UNAFFECTED

20 Operation

dst<O: 15> src<D:15>
Rs<0: 15> Rs<0: 15>+
Rd<0: 15> Rd<0:15>+
Rc<0: 15> Rc<0: 15>-

The source word operand is
loaded into the word desti-
nation. Both the source and
destination operands are
addressed by the general purpose
registers designated in the
Rs and Rd fields of the
instruction. The contents of
the source are unaltered and
the original destination
contents are lost. The
contents of the general purpose
register designated by the
Rc field of the instruction
are decremented by I. The
contents of Rs and Rd are both
incremented by 2.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



LOAD memory byte to memory,
autoincrement.

I 0 I I I o J 0 Rd 0 0 0 1

0 0 o 01 Rc Rs I 0 0 0

P~ AFFECTEO

C Z S DJ H UNAFFECTED

dst<O:7> + src<O:7>
Rs<0 :I5> Rs<0 :I5>+
Rd<0: IS>
Rc<O: 15>

Rd<0:15>+
Rc<O: 15>-

The sourCe byte operand is
loaded into the byte desti-
nation. Both the source and
destination operands are
addressed by the general purpose
registers designated in the Rs
and Rd fields of the instruction.
The contents of the source are
unaltered, and the original
destination contents are lost.
The contents of the general purpos
register designated by the Rc
field of the instruction are
decremented by I. The contents
of Rs and Rd are both incremented
by 1.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



11 + 9n* Operation

dst<O: 15> src<O: 15>
Rs<O:15> Rs<O: 15>+ 2

Rd<O: 15> Rd<O: 15>+ 2

Rc<O: 15 > Rc<O: 15>- 1

memory wo rd
to memory., auto-
increment and repeat.

1 0 1 1 1 o 1 1 Rd o 0 0 1

o 0 o ~ Rc Rs o 0 0 0

*n is the number of
iterations.

PV AFFECTED

C Z 5 DA H UNAFFECTED

The source word operand is
loaded into the word desti-
nation. Both the source
and destination operands are
addressed by the general
purpose registers designated
in the Rs and Rd fields of
the instruction. The contents
of the source are unaltered,
and the original destination
contents are lost. The con-
tents of the general purpose
register designated by the Rc
field of the instruction are
decremented by 1. The contents
of Rs and Rd are both incre-
mented by 2 and the operation
will repeat until termination.
Termination occurs when the
contents of Rc are~. This
instruction is interruptable.



LOAD memory byte to memory, ILDIRBI
auto1ncrement and repeat.

1 0 1 1 I 0 I 0 Rd 0 o 0 1

P 0 0 o I Rc Rs 0 o 0 0

v I AFFE cn 0

c z S lJA H UNAFFE cn 0

dst<O:7>
Rs<O:15>
Rd'<O:15>
Rc<tl:15>

src<O:7>
Rs,<O:15>+
Rd<O: 15>+
Rc<O: 15>-

The source byte operand is
loaded into the byte destina-
tion. Both the source and
destination operands are
addressed by the qenera1 purpose
reqisters desiqnated in the Rs
and Rd fields of the instruction.
The contents of the source
are unaltered and the oriqi-
naT destination contents are
lost. The contents of the
general purpose register
designated by the Rc field
of the instruction are decremented
by 1. The contents of Rs and
Rd are both incremented by 1
and the operation will repeat
until termination. Termination
occurs when the contents of Rc
are 0. This instruction is
interruptible.



LOAD long word register
~ / ~to memory

LDL dst, Rs

IR s,Nslooo I 1 1 0 I I Rd [;] 11 Operation

LDL dst, Rs dst<0:31> src<0:3l>

DA NS 0 1 0 1 I 1 0 I Rs 14
ADDRESS Description

The long word contents ofLDL dst, Rs the source register are
DA loaded into the destination.SSO 0 1 0 I I I 0 000 0 15 The source operand is always

a general purpose long wordSEGMENT register designated by the
Rs field of the instruction.LDL dst, Rs The long word destination
is determined from theDA SLO 0 I I I 0 17 applicable addressing mode.
The contents of the source

SEGMENT a re una ffec ted, and the
original contents of the
destination are lost.

LDL dst, Rs

X NS o 1 o 1 1 1 o 1 Rs 15
ADDRESS

LDL dst, Rs
o 1 o I I 1 1 1 R#O I Rs
01 SEGMENT OFFSET

LDRL dst, Rs
RA S,NS 001 1 0 dooool Rs

DISPLACEMENT

LDL ds t, Rs
DA S,NS o 0 1 1 0 I 1 I

DISPLACEMENT

LDL dst, Rs

',",~·O-·Rx-I"'!~"'"
AFFECTEO

C Z S PV DA H UNIIFFECTED



LOAD long word into
register.

LDL Rd, src

s.NsiI 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 I.._RS__ C::W
LDL Rd src.
o 0 0 I o I o 0 10 0 0 0 1 Rd

31 OPERAND 16

15 OPERAND 0
LDL Rd, src

IR s.Nslo 0 o I o 1 0 o I RstO 0 II

LDL Rd. s rc

DA NS o I o I o I 0 o 10 0 0 0 I Rd 12

ADDRESS

o I o I 0 I 0 0 000 o I Rd

oT SEGMENT OFFSET

LDL Rd src
NS o I o 1 o I 001 RstO 1 Rd

ADDRESS

LDL Rd. src
SSO 0 o I o I 0 0

0 SEGMENT

LDL Rd. src

SLO I 0 o 100

SEGMENT

LDRL Rd, src

S, NS 0 0 I I 0 I 0 I 10 0 0 0 1 Rd

DISPLACEMENT

LDL Rd. s rc

S'NS~-. -O-:-x-O-~~

The source operand long word
is loaded into the destination
long word register. The
source operand is determined
by the applicable addressing
mode and the destination is
always a general purpose
register designated by the
Rd field of the instruction.
The contents of the source
operand are unaltered while
the original contents of the
destination are lost.

AFFECTED

C Z S V DA H UNAFFECTED



LOAD IMMEDIATE long word
to memory

o 0 o 0 .( 1 0 1 I Rd 10 1 I I

31 OPERAND 16

15 OPERAND 0

o 1 o 0 1 I 0 1 10 0 0 ob 1 I 1

31 OPERAND 16

15 OPERAND 0

ADDRESS

o 1 o 0 1 I 011000010 I 1 I

31 OPERAND 16

15 OPERAND 0

01 SEGMENT I OFFSET

LDL Rd, 1M

SLO 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1

P J o 0 1 1 01 I Rd,lO 10 11 1

131 OPERAND 16

15 OPERAND 0

ADDRESS

LDL Rd, 1M
v SSO1\ o 0 1 1 0 o 1 1 1 21

OPERAND 16

OPERAND 0

SEGMENT OFFSET

LDL Rd 1M
X SLO o 1 o 0 1 1 0 o 1 I 1 24

31 OPERAND 16

15 OPERAND 0

SEGMENT

140

The immediate long word data
following the instruction in
memory is loaded into the
destination long word operand.
The destination operand is
determined by the applicable
addressing mode. The original
contents of the destination
are 1 as t.

AFFECTED
C 2 S PV D~ H UNAFFECTED



LOAD mul tip Ie regi sters
into memory

AFFECTED

C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED

A specified number of 16-blt
general purpose registers
are loaded into memory.
loading will take place into
consecutive memory locations
with ascending addresses.
The first register to be
saved is specified in the Rs
field of the instruction and
registers will be accessed
in ascending order, with R~
following R15. The number of
registers to be saved Is
specified In the N field of
the instruction. A ~ In this
field represents 1 register,
etc. The destination address
is determined by the applicable
addressing mode using the Rd
field of the instruction.
The first register will be
saved at this address.
Succeeding registers will be
saved at successive memory
locations. The contents of
the general purpose registers
are not altered. This instruc-
tion is not Interruptible.



LOAD multiple registers
from memory

DA NS 000 14 + 3n Description
N A specified number of general

purpose reg iste rs are loaded
wi th words from consecutive
memory locations with ascending
addresses. The first register
to be loaded is specified in

DA sso 0 o 0 15 + 3n the Rd field of the instruction.
The registers will be addressed

N in ascending order for loading,
with Rl'Jfollowing R15. The
number of registers to be
loaded is speci f ied in the 'N'
field of the instruction. A l'JLDM in this field represents 1

DA SLO 17 + 3n register, etc. A source operand
address is generated according
to the applicable addressing
mode specified by the Rs field
of the instruction. The fi rst
register will be loaded from
this location. Succeeding
registers will be loaded from
successive memory locations.

LDM The memory contents are not
altered. This instruction

X NS 000 is not interruptible.
15 + 3n

N

000
N

AFFECTED
C Z S PV DA H UNIIFFECTE D



LOPS src

IR S,NS [0 '0 1 1 1 o 0 1 I Rs 100001 12,16 Operat ion

LOPS src

iJA NS 0 1 1 1 1 o 0 o 0 0 0 16 Description
ADDRESS This instruction loads the

processor status from consecutive
LOPS src memory locations with ascending

DA
address. The starting address

SSO 0 1 1 1 I o 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 20 of the status is determined by
the applicable addressing mode.

0 SEGMENT OFFSET In AmZ8001 the status is four
consecutive words, and in AmZ8002
the status is two words.

LOPS src

DA SLO I 1 I 1 o 0 I 22 The PC segment number is not
affected by this instruction

SEGMENT in non-segmented mode.

LOPS src

X NS o 1 1 1 1 o 0 I I Rs#O 10 0 0 0 17

ADDRESS

LOPS src

X SSO 0 1 1 1 I o 0 Rs#O o 0 o 0 20

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

X SLO 1 1 1 1 o 0 23

SEGMENT

C Z S PV Dt H AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

The processor flags are loaded
with the contents of the new
FCW.



MBIT

S. NS I0 1 I I I 0 1 I I0 0 0 0 II 0 I 0 I 7

S FLAG .){I

Z FLAG '"

The multi-micro input line
ftl is tested.

S: Set to 1 if..."tlis active.
Reset otherwise.

Z: Undefined.



MREQ Rc

S, NS 10 1 I I I 0 I I I

D~cription

There is an external input called Micro-in (})ol) and an output
called Micro-out (p.o). The MREQ instruction tests the state of
the}l-I input. If the;\11 input is I, the instruction terminates
If the}IJ input is zero, the,;U-O output is activatea ana the gen"ral
purpose register designated by the Rc field of the instruction is
decremented by 1. The state of the~1 line is tested, and the contents
of Rc are repeatedly decremented until they reach zero. The instruction
then terminates with theJ'tO 1 ine active if;"" I is set, or with the;""O
1 ine inactive if #1 is not set.

Flags:

Z

0 0

0 I

I I

Instruction terminated after initial test of }AI

Instruction terminated due to contents of Rc reaching zero.
Instruction terminated due to jJvl input being 1 after /AO
input was activated.

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED



MRES

5, NS Ia 1 I 1 1 a I 1 Ia a a a 11 a a I J

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

The multi-micro out 1 ine
,A a is reset.



MSET

S .Nsl 0 I 1 I 1 0 I I 10 0 0 0 11 0 0 01

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

The multi-micro out line
.)A 0 is set. Note that th is
operation performs an
unconditional setting of
the AO I ine. independent
of the state of the multi-
micro in 1ine fAl,



MULT Rd, src

S ,Nsil 0 0 I 1 0 0 _.R.s R.d_••1 70

MULT Rd, src

S,NSOOOllOOl 100001 Rd
OPERAND

MULT Rd, src

S,NsE 0 0 1 1 0 0 RSt-O~

o 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 000 01 Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

MUL T Rd, src

DA SLO 0 1 0 I 100 74

SEGMENT

OFFSET

MUL T Rd s rc

X NS o 1 0 1 100 1 I Rst-O 1 Rd 72

ADDRESS

MULT Rd, src

o 1 0 1 1 0 0 I Rst-O I Rd

o I SEGMENT OFFSET

C Z S PV AFFECTED
DA H UNAFFECTED

The least significant word of a
destination register pair (multi-
plicand) is multiplied by the con-
tents of a source word operand
(;"ultiplier). The result is
loaded into the destination, which
is a general purpose register pair,
designated by the Rd field of the
instruction. The source operand
is determined from the applicable
addressing mode. Both the multi-
pi icand and multiplier are treated
as signed two's complement 16 bit
integers. The original contents
of the destination are lost. The
source contents are unaltered.

C: Set to 1 if product is less than
-215 or greater than/equal to
215. Reset otherwise.

Z: Set to 1 if product is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to 1 if product is negative.
Reset otherwi se.

P/V: Reset



MULTIPLY register with
long word

MULTL Rd, s rc

R S,NS 11 a a 1 1 a a 01 Rs 1282 + 7n*

a a a 1 1 a a a 1 a a a 01 Rd

31 OPERAND 16

IS OPERAND a

MUL TL Rd , s rc

IR S,NS I a a 0 1 1 o 0 o I Rs Rd 1282 + 7n*

MULTL Rd, s rc

DA NS 010 1 1 0 0 0 Rd 283 + 7n*
ADDRESS

o 1 0 I 1 a a a a 0 o 01 Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

MUL TL Rd, s rc

X SSO 0 1 0 1 1 o 0 0

a SEGMENT

MUL TL Rd, s rc

X SLO 1 1 a a 0

SEGMENT

C Z S rv AFFECTED

0/\ H UNAFFECTED

The least significant long word
of a destination register quadruple
(multipl icand) is multipl ied by
the contents of a source long word
operand (multipl ier). The result
is loaded into the destination,
which is a general purpose register
quadruple designated by the Rd field
of the instruction. The source
operand is determined from the
applicable addressing mode. Both
the multiplicand and multiplier
are treated as signed two's com-
plement 32 bit integers. The
original contents of the desti-
nation are lost. The source
contents are unaltered.

*n is the number of bits equal
to 1 in the absolute value of
the least significant half of
the destination operand.

C: Set to I if product is less than
- ~31, ·or greater than/equal to
2 1. Reset otherwise.

Z: Set to 1 if product is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to 1 if product is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Reset.



NEG dst

R S,NS 11 a a a 1 1 a d Rd ~ 7 Operat ion
dst<0:15> ~ dSt<0:15> + 1

NEG dst

IR S,NS I a a a a 1 1 a d Rd @ 12

Descri pt ion
NEG dst

ITa a a 010 a
The contents of the destinationDA NS a 1 a a 1 1 a 1 a 15 word operand are replaced by
its two·s complement. The

ADDRESS destination operand is
obtained by using the applicable
addressing mode. The negation

NEG dst is achieved by complementing
the destination operand andDA sso a a a 1 1 a a a a a a a 1 a 16 adding ].

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

.NEG dst

DA SLO a a 1 1 a 1 18
SEGMENT

a 1 a a 1 1 a 1 Rs#O ~ a 1 a

a I SEGMENT OFFSET

C Z S PV AFFECTED

DA H UNAFFECTED

C: Reset on carry from desti-
nation. Set to 1 otherwise.

z: Set to 1 if the result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if
operand value is 8000 (HEX)
Reset otherwise.



NEGB dst

R S,NS 11 0 0 0 1 1 0 01 Rd ~ 7 Operation

dst<0:7> +dSt<0:7> + 1
NEGB dst

IR S,NS I 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 01 Rd ~ 12

Description
NEGB dst

The contents of the destinationDA NS 0 1 0 0 1 o 0 1 0 15 byte operand are replaced by
its two's complement. The

ADDRESS destination operand is obtained
by using the applicable
addressing mode. The negation

NEGB dst is achieved by complementing
the destination operand andDA sso o 0 1 0 16 adding 1.

NEGB dst

X NS o 1 0 0 1 o 0 16
ADORE SS

NEGB dst

X SSO 0 001 I 0 0 RdfQ o 1 0 16
0 SEGMENT OFFSET

NEGB ds t

X SLO 001 1 0 0 19
SEGMENT

C Z S PV AFFECTED
DA H UNAFFECTED

C: Reset on carry from desti-
nation. Set to 1 otherwise.

Z: Set to 1 if the result is zero.
Rese t othe rw ise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P!V; Set to 1 if the operand value
is 80 (HEX). Reset otherwise.



Nap

S,NS (10 a a 1 101 10 a a 010 1 I 11 7

No operation takes place,
and PC is incremented by
2.



OR Rd. Rs

R S.NS 11 o 0 0 0 1 0 1 I Rs Rd 4 Operat ion

dst<0;15> +src<Q;15>V dst<O: 15>
OR Rd. 1M

H~ S.NS o 000 1 0 Rd 7

OPERAND
Description

OR Rd, src Logical OR operation is performed

1000001 I Q between corresponding bits ofIR S,NS 0 1 Rs;lO 7 the source and destination words.
The source operand is obta ined
using the applicable addressing

OR Rd. src mode and the destination is
always a general pu rpose reg is te r

DA NS 1 0 0 0 I 0 Rd 9 designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The 16-b it

ADDRESS result is loaded into the
destination. The source operand
is not altered and original

OR Rd, src destination operand is lost.

1 0 o 0 1 0 I o 0 o 0 I Rd

1 I SEGMENT OFFSET

OR Rd. src
DA SLO 0 1 0 001 0 12

SEGMENT

OFFSET

OR Rd. s rc
X NS o 1 000 1 0 Rd 10

ADDRESS

OR Rd, s rc

10 1 D o 0 1 0 1 Rs tol Rd

o I SEGMENT OFFSET

z S AFFECTED

C PV DA H UNAFFECTED

z: Set to 1 if resu 1t is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if resu 1 t is negat ive.
Reset otherw ise.



ORB Rd, Rs

R S,NS 11 0 o 0 o 1 o 0 I Rs Rd 4 Operat ion

dst<0:7> ~src<0:7>V dst<0:7>
ORB Rd, 1M

1M S,NS o 0 o 0 o 1 o 0 7
OPERAND

ORB Rd, src

1R S,NS 10 0 o 0 o 1 001 RsIO GJ 7

ORB Rd, s rc

DA NS o 1 o 0 010 0 Rd 9

ADDRESS

ORB Rd, s rc
o 1 0 o 0 1 0 0 o 0 o 0 I Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

000 100
SEGMENT

ORB Rd, src

o 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 I Rs I 0 I Rd

ADDRESS

010 o 0 1 0 0 Rs I o I Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

z S PfJ AFFECTED
C DA H UNAFFECTED

A logical OR operation is
performed between corresponding
bits of the source and destina-
tion bytes. The source byte is
obtained using the applicable
addressing mode and the destina-
tion byte is always a general
purpose register designated by
the Rd field of the instruction.
The 8-bit result is loaded into
the destination. The source
byte is not altered and the
original byte in the destination
register is lost.

z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if parity of result
is even. Reset otherwise.



OUTPUT word from memory to lOT DRI
I/O port, autodecrement
and repeat.

o 0 I 1 1 o 1 1 Rs 1 a 1 0

o a a 01 Rc Rd a a a a

PV I AFFE cn D

C Z S A HI UNAFFECTED

11 + 10n* Operat ion

dst<O: 15> src<O: 15>
Rs<0:15> "'5<0:15>- 2

Rc<O: 15> Rc<O: 15>-
repeat unt i1 termination

A Data word in memory, addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruc-
tion, is loaded into the
destination port. The desti-
nation is addressed by the
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
the Rd field of the instruction.
The source contents are unaltered.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by Rs are then decre-
mented by 2. The contents of
the general purpose register
designated by Rc are decre-
mented by 1. The instruc-
tion is terminated when the
result of this decrementa-
tion reaches zero. This
i.nstruction is inter-
ruptible.



OUTPUT byte to I/O port,
from memory, autodecrement

and repeat

a 0 I I I o 1 a Rs I 0 1 0

o 0 0 01 Rc Rd o 0 0 0 dst<0:7>
Rs<O: 15>
Rc<D:15>

s rc<D: 7>
Rs<D: 15>-
Rc<D:15>-

A Data byte in memory. addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruc-
tion, is loaded into the
destination port. The desti-
nation is addressed by the
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. The source contents
are unaltered. The contents
of the general purpose regi-
ster designated by Rs
are then decremented by 1.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rc field is decre-
mented by I. The instruction
is terminated when the result
of this decrementation
reaches zero. This instruction
is interruptible.

Ip~ AFFECTED

C Z s I D~ H UNAFFECTED



from memory, autoincrement
and repeat

s src
a a 1 1 1 a 1 1 Rs a a 1 a
a a a aT Rc Rd o a a

PV AFFE CTED

C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

ds t<O: 15>

Rs<O: 15>
Rc<O:15>

src<O: 15>
Rs<O:15>+2
Rc<O: 15>-

A data word in memory, addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rs field of the
instruction, is loaded into
the destination port. The
destination is addressed by
the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rd field of the in-
struction. The source con-
tents are unaltered. The
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
Rs are then incremented
by 2. The contents of the
general purpose register de-
signated by Rc are decremented
by 1. This instructicn
terminates when the result of
this decrementation reaches
zero. This instruction is
interruptible.



o 0 1 1 1 o 1 0 Rs 0 o I 0

o 0 0 01 Rc Rd 0 0.0 0

*n Is the number of
Iterations.

PV AFFECTED

C Z 5 DA H UNAFFECTED

dst<0:7>
Rs<O: 15>
Rc<0:15>

src<0:7>
Rs<O: 15>+
Rc<0:15>-

A data byte in the memory,
addressed by the contents
of the general purpose
register designated by the
Rs field of the instruction,
is loaded into the destination
port. The destination is
addressed by the contents
of the general purpose regis-
ter designated by the Rd field
of the instruction. The
source contents are unaltered.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by Rs are then incremented
by 1. The contents of the
general purpose register
designated by Rc are decre-
mented by 1. This instruction
terminates when the result
of this decrementation reaches
zero. This instruction is
interruptible.



OUT Rs, dst
S,NS 10 0 1 I I 1 I I I Rd Rs

OUT Rs, dst
S,NS o 0 I I I 0 I I

PORT ADDRESS

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

The contents of the general
purpose word source register
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction are
loaded into an output port.
The port address is determined
by the applicable addressing
~ode. The source contents
are unaltered.



OUTPUT byte to I/O port
from register

OUTS Rs, dst

s,Nslo a I I I 1 1 a I Rd

OUTS Rs, dst

S,NS a a I I I a 1 a I
PORT ADDRESS

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

The contents of the general
purpose byte source register
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction are loaded
into an output port. The
port address is determined
by· the applicable addressing
mode. The source contents are
unaltered.



0 0 1 1 1 o 1 1 Rs 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 01 Rc Rd 1 0 0 0

PV AFFECTED

C Z S OA H UNAFFECTED

21 Operation

ds t<O :15> +- s rc<O: 15>
Rs<O: 15> +- Rs<O: 15>- 2

Rd<O: 15> +-. Rd<O: 15>- 2

Rc<O:15> +- Rc<O: 15>-

Data word in memory, addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruction,
is loaded into the destination
port. The destination is
addressed by the contents of
the general purpose register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The source
contents are unaltered. The
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
Rs are then decremented by
2. The contents of the
general purpose register de-
signated by Rc are decremented
by 1.

PIV: Se t to 1 if resu It of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



lOUTDsl

0 0 1 1 1 o 1 0 Rs 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 01 Rc Rd 1 o 0 0

PV AFFECTED

C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

dst<0:7>
Rs<0:15>
Rc<O: 15>

src<O: 7>
Rs<O: 15>-
Rc<O: 15>-

Data byte in memory, addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruction,
is loaded into the destination
port. The destination is
addressed by the contents of
the general purpose register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The source
contents are unaltered. The
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
Rs are then decremented
by 1. The contents of the
general purpose register
designated by Rc are decre-
mented by 1.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



OUTPUT word to I/O port
from memory autolncrement

o 0 1 1 1·0 1 1 Rs 0 o 1 0

o 0 0 01 Rc Rd 100 0

PV AFFECTED

C Z S OJ H UNAFFECTED

dst<O: 15"
Rs <0: 15"

Rc <0:15>

src<O: IS>
Rs<O: 15>+ 2
Rc<O: 15>- 1

A Data word in memory, addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruction,
is loaded into the destination
port. The destination is
addressed by the contents of
the general purpose register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The contents
of the general purpose register
designated by Rs are then
incremented by 2. The contents
of the general purpose register
designated by Rc are decremented
by 1.

PlY: Set to 1 if resul t of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



0 o 1 1 1 0 1 0 Rs 0 0 1 0
000 o I Rc Rd 1 0 0 0

pvl AFFECTED

C Z S IDA H UNAFFECTED

dst<O:7>
Rs<O: 15>
Rc<O: 15>

S rc<O: 7>
Rs<O: 15>+
Rc<O:15>-

Data byte in memory, addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruction,
is loaded into the destination
port. The destination is
addressed by the contents of
the general purpose register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The source
contents are unaltered. The
contents of the general purpose
register designated by Rs are
then incremented by 1. The
contents of the general purpose
register designated by Rc are
decremented by 1.

P/v: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



POP ds t, s rc

R S,NS
'1

a a 1 a 1 1 1 I Rs#O G:J 8 Operation

POP dst, src

IR S,NS 10 a a 1 a 1 1 11 Rs#O W 12

POP dst, s rc Description
DA NS a 1 a 1 a 1 1 15 The word from the memory

location addressed by theADDRESS general purpose register desig-
nated by Rs, is loaded into
the destination. The contentsPOP dst, src of the register designated by

16 Rs are then automaticallyDA SSO a a 1 a I I Rs#O a a a incremented by 2. Thus, if
the general purpose reg i 5 te ra SEGMENT OFFSET designated by Rs is regarded as
a 5 tack poi nter, then the
operation described abovePOP ds t, src can be regarded as a POP. Any

18 general purpose register exceptDA SLO a 1 0 1 1 R~ may be utilized as a stack
poi nter. The destination isSEGMENT determined by the applicable
addressing mode.

POP dst, s rc
X NS a 1 a I a 1 Rd#O 16

ADDRESS

a 1 a 1 a 1 1 1 Rs#O IRMa
01 SEGMENT OFFSET

AFFECTED
C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED



POP long word J POPt I

POPL dst, src

R S,NS 11 0 0 1 0 1 0 11 RsJ'O 0 12 Operation

POPL dst, src

IR S,NS I 0 0 O. 1 0 1 0 11 RsJ'O 0 19

POPL dst, src Oescri pt ion

DA NS o 1 0 1 0 0 o 0 0 0 22 The long word from the memory
ADDRESS location addressed by the

general purpose register
designated by Rs, is loaded

POPL dst, into the destination. Thesrc contents of the register de-

DA 0 o 1 0 1 0 RsJ'O o 000 23 signated by Rs are then auto-
SSO matically Incremented by 4.

SEGMENT OFFSET Thus, If the general purpose
register designated by Rs Is
regarded as a stack pointer,
then the operation described

src above can be regarded as a POP.

DA SLO
Any general purpose register

o 1 0 1 0 25 except'Rg may be utilized as
a stack-pointer. The desti-

SEGMENT nation operand is determined
by the applicable addressing
mode.

POPL dst, src

X NS o 1 0 1 0 0 Rd¥O 23

ADDRESS

o 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 RsJ'O 1 Rd¥O

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

AFFECTED
C Z S PV OJ H UNAFFECTED



PUSH IR, src

R s,Nsll 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 I Rdl!O Rs 9 Operation

PUSH IR, s rc

Ir1 S,NS 000 1 1 0 1 o 0 1 12

OPERAND
Description

PUSH IR, s rc The contents of the register

s,Nsloo I G designated by the Rd field of
IR 0 1 0 0 1 1 Rdl!O 13 the instruction are decre-

mented by 2. The source word
operand is then loaded into the

PUSH IR, s rc the memory location addressed

1 I Rdl!O 10 0 0 0
by the general purpose register

DA NS 0 1 0 100 13 designated in the Rd field of
the instruction. Thus, if the

ADDRESS general purpose register
designated by Rd is regarded
as a stack pointer, then the

P H I rc operation described above can
be regarded as a PUSH. Any

DA SSO 0 1 0 0 0 1 Rdl!O o 0 o 0 14 general purpose register
except RO can be utilized as

0 SEGMENT OFFSET a stack pointer. The source
operand is determined by the
applicable addressing mode.

PUSH IR, s rc
DA SLO 1 0 100 I 16

SEGMENT

I I Rdl!O I Rs#O

o 1 o 1 0 0 I 1 Rdl!O 1 Rs#O

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

PUSH J R src
SLO 0 0 1 0 0 1

AFFECTED
C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED



PUSHL IR, src

S,NS 11 0 0 1 0 0 0 1I RdJ!O

o 0 o 0 1 1 o 11 RdJ!O 11 0 o 1

31 OPERAND 16

15 OPERAND 0

PUSHL IR, s rc
IR S,NS ~ 0 0 0 1 0 o 0 1 I RdJ!O Rs 20

PUSHL IR, s rc
DA NS 010 1 0 0 0 11 RdJ!O 10 0 0 0 20

ADDRESS

PUSHL IR src

DA SSO 0 0 1 0 o 0 RdJ!O 000 0 21

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

IR s rc

DA SLO 0 1 0 o 0 23

SEGMENT

PUSHL IR, src

X NS 010 1 0 0 0 11 RdJ!O I RslO 21

ADDRESS

PUSHL IR, src

X SSO o 1 0 1 0 0 0 RdJ!O RslO 21

SEGMENT OFFSET

PUSHL IR, s rc

X SLO 0 I 0 o 0 24

SEGMENT

AFFECTED

C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED

The contents of the register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction are decremented
by 4. The source long word
operand is then loaded into
the memory location addressed
by the general purpose register
designated in the Rd field of
the instruction. Thus, if the
general purpose register
designated by Rd is regarded
as a stack pointer, then the
operation described above can
be regarded as a PUSH. Any
general purpose register
except RO can be utilized
as a stack pointer. The source
operand is determined by the
applicable addressing mode.



RES dst, b
R S ,NSII 0 1 000 1 1 I Rd 0 4 Operat ion

RES dst, b

IR s,Nslo 0 1 000 1 1 I Rd 0 11
Description

RES dst, b The selected bit of the word
destination is reset to "'.

DA NS o 1 1 000 1 1 10 0 0 0 I b 13 The remaining 15 bits are
unaltered. The destination

ADDRESS is determined by the applicable
addressing mode, while the
bit to be reset ;s

RES dst, b determined by the binary
value of the b field of

DA SSO 0 000 000 0 b 14 the instruction.
0 SEGMENT OFFSET

RES dst, b

NS 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 I RdJ/O I b

ADDRESS

o 1 1 o 0 0 1 1 RdJ/O I b

o I SEGMENT OFFSET

AFFECTED

C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED



T I AFFECTED
C Z I 5 IPV loA H UNAFFECTED

The selected bit of the
word destination is reset to Ill.
The destination word
operand is the general
purpose register designated
by the Rd field of the
instruction. The bit of
the destination register to
be reset is determi ned by
binary decode of the least
significant 4 bits of a
general purpose word register.
This register is designated
by the Rs field of the in-
struction. The remaining
15 bits of the destination
are unaltered.



RESB dst, b

R S,NS (101000 1 a I Rd U 4 Operation

RESB dst. b

IR S ,NS 10 a 1 a a a 1 a I Rd Q 11

RESB dst, b

NS a 1 1 a a a a Ia a a 01 b

ADDRESS

The selected bit of the byte
destination is reset to e,
The remaining 7 bits are
unaltered. The destination
is determined by the applicable
addressing mode, while the
bit to be reset is
determined by the binary
value of the b field of the
instruction.a 1 1 a a a 1 a a a a a I b

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

RESB dst b

X NS a 1 1 a a a 1 a b 14

ADDRESS

RESB dst, b

X a 1 1 a a a 0 RMO b 14
SSO

a SEGMENT OFFSET

RESB dst ,.b

X SLO a D a 0 17

SEGMENT

AFFECTED
C Z S IPv DA H UNAFFECTED



RESET bit in byte, (dynamic) I RESel

The selected bit of the
byte destination is reset to ~.
The destination byte
operand is the general
purpose register designated
by the Rd field of the
instruction. The bit of
the destination register to
be reset is determi ned by
binary decode of the
ieast significant 3 bits
of a general purpose word
reg iste r. Th is reg iste r is
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction. The
remaining 7 bits of the
destination are unaltered.

AFFECTED

C Z 5 PV D H UNAFFECTED



RESFLG

S .NS 11 0 0 0 1 I 0 I ~ Z S PVIO 0 I I I

The CPU flags C.Z.S. and P/V are
reset or unaltered, according
to the bit settings in the
instruction field as described
in the table below.

Instruction bit if = 13 if I

7 no effect reset C flag
6 no effect rese t Z flag
5 no effect reset S flag
4 no effect reset P/V flag

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

Flags:
See above



RET CC

S,NSl. 0 0 1 I I 1 Of 0 0 0 I CC

CC True/CC false

r 10,13 I 7,7

Non segmented
if CC condition met
PC + (R15 <0:15»

RI5<0: 15> .-RI5<0: 15>+ 2

Operation
Segmented
if CC condition met
PC segment + (RRI4<0:22»

RI5<0:15> + R15<0: 15>+ 2

PC OFFSET + (RRI4<0:22»

RI5<0: 15> + RI5<0:15>+ 2

This instruction conditionally returns the CPU to the
calling program. During a subroutine call the return
address was automatically stacked. This return address
is popped from the stack into the PC to effect the
return. If the flags do not sat isfy the cond it ions
specified by the CC field, the PC is not loaded with the
return address but merely updated to the following in-
struction. The stack pointer remains unaltered from
its original value if there is no return.

I
IC z S

I I I AFFECTED
PVIDAI HI UNAFFECTED



RL Rd, n
S, NS II 0 I loa I I

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

6 (one place)
7 (two places)

~-5--t--(J

The contents of the general
purpose word register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instructions are rotated left.
The number of places to be
rotated is specified by bit I
of the instruction; zero
corresponds to one place and
one corresponds to two places.

F I a g s :

C: loaded from last bit
rotated out of destination
register.

z: Set to I If result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to I if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to I if sign of destination
register changed during
rotation. Reset otherwise.



RLB Rd, n

\1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 I 11 0 b 0 I

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTEO

6 (one place)
7 (two places)

ruJi-z '--O~

The contents of the general
purpose byte register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instruction are rotated left.
The number of places to be
rotated is specified by bit I
of the instruction; zero
corresponds to one place and
one corresponds to two places.

C: Loaded from last bit
rotated OUl of destination
reg ister.

z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to I if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if sign of register
changed during rotation.
Reset otherwise.



ROTATE word left through B
carry

RLC Rd, n

S • N S 11 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 I Rd

AFFECTEO

UNAFFECTED

10 0 b 0 I 6 (one place)
7 (two places)

l::: - }
~15 +- QJ+J

The contents of the destination
word register, designated by
the Rd field of the instruction,
are rotated one or two places
left. The most significant
bit shifted out of the desti-
nation word is loaded into the
carry flag, while the previous
contents of the carry flag are
shifted into the least signifi-
cant bit of the destination
word. The number of places to
be rotated is specified by
bit 1 of the instruction;
zero corresponds to one place
and one corresponds to two
places.

C: Loaded from most significant
bit rotated out of desti-
nation register.z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwi se.

P/V: Set to 1 if sign of destina-
tion contents changed during
rotation. Reset otherwise.



ROTATE byte Ieft th rough
ca rry

RLCB dst, n
S, NS 11 0 1 I 0 0 I 0 I Rd 'B 6 (one place)

7 (two places)

~-7-~-+---o-J
The contents of the desti-
nation byte register, desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instruction are rotated one
or two places left. The
most significant bit out of
the destination byte is
loaded into the carry flag,
while the previous contents
of the carry flag are rotated
into the least significant
bit of the destination byte.
The number of places to be
rotated is specified by
bit 1 of the instruction;
zero corresponds to one
place and one corresponds to
two places.

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

C: Loaded from most significant
bit rotated out of destination.

Z: Set to I if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to I if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to I if sign of destina-
tion changed during rotation.
Reset otherwise.



RLDB Rs, Rd

S, NS 11 D 1 1 1 1 1 0 I Rs

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

s src01

The contents of the source
and destination byte registers
are exchanged as shown in
the operation. Both the
source and destination are
general purpose byte registers
designated by the Rs and Rd
fields of the instruction
respectively. The most
significant 4 bits of the
destination remain unchanged.

Z: Set to 1 if destination
result is zero. Reset
otherwl se.

S: Set to 1 if most significant
bit of destination result
is 1. Reset otherwise.



RR Rd, n

S, NS 11 0 1 1 0 0 I 1 I Rd

AFFECTEO

UNAFFECTED

6 (one p Iace)
7 (two places)

~"'1"'5---~-~---""O~to4J

The contents of the general
purpose word register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instructions are rotated
right. The number of places
to be rotated is specified by
bit I of the instruction; zero
corresponds to one place and
one corresponds to two places.

C: loaded from last bit
rotated out of destination
reg ister.

Z: Set to 1 if result is "ero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 If result is nega-
tive. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if sign of destina-
tion register changed during
rotation. Reset otherwise.



RRB Rd, n

S,NS 11 0 I I 0 0 I 0 I Rd

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

6 (one place)
7 (two places)

Lt-7--:-0~

The contents of the general
purpose byte register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instructions are rotated
right. The number of places
to be rotated is specified
by bit I of the instructions;
zero corresponds to one place
and one corresponds to two
places.

C: Loaded from least signifi-
cant bit rotated out of
destination register.

Z: Set to I if result is O.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is nega-
tive. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to I if sign of desti-
nation register changed
during rotation. Reset
otherwise.



ROTATE word right through
carry

RRC Rd, n

S ,NS 11 0 1 1 0 0 I I I ,Rd, 10 I bol6 (one place)
7 (two p Iace s)

Operation

L;;-i-S-----.-'----O ...Hci]J
The contents of the destination
word register, designated by
the Rd field of the instruction
are rotated one or two places
right. The least significant
bit rotated out of the desti-
nation word is loaded into the
carry flag, while the previous
contents of the carry flag
are shifted into the most sig-
nificant bit of the destination
word. The number of places
to be rotated is specified by
by bit 1 of the instruction;
zero corresponds to one place
and one corresponds to two
places.

C: Loaded from least significant
bit rotated out of destination

Z: Set to I if resuli is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to I if result is nega-
tive. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if sign of registeF
changed during rotation.
Reset otherwi se.

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED



ROTATE byte right through
car ry

RRCB Rd, n

S,NS II 0 I 1 0 0 1 0 I R,d 101 b 01 6 (one place)
7 (two places)

L;-7 -~-'-oHiilJ
The contents of the destination
byte register, designated by the
Rd field of the instruction are
rotated one or two places right.

The least significant bit shifted
out of the destination byte is
loaded into the carry flag, while
the previous contents of the
carry flag are shifted into the
most significant bit of the
destination byte.

The number of rotated places to
be rotated is specified by bit
1 of the instruction; zero cor-
responds to one place and one
corresponds to two places.

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

C: Loaded from least significant
bit shifted out of destination
register.

Z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Rese t othe rw ise .

S: Set to 1 if result is negative
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if sign of destination
contents changes during
rotation. Reset otherwise.



ROTATE DIGIT RIGHT, byte I RRDB I

RRDB Rs, Rd

S,NS 11 0 I 1 1 1 00 W
* g '"17 01

The contents of the source
and destination byte register
are exchanged as shown in the
operation. Both the source
and destination are general
purpose byte registers desIg-
nated by the Rs and Rd fields
of the instruct on respectively.
The most signif cant four bits
of the destinat on remain
unchanged.

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED

Flags:
Z: Set to 1 if dest lnat Ion

result is zero. Reset
otherwl se.

S: Set to 1 if most significant
bit of destination result is
1. Reset otherwise.



SBC Rs, Rd

S,NS 11 0 1 1 0 , 1 1 I I Rd

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

The source operand word is
subtracted from the desti-
nation operand word, along
with carry, to obtain the
result. The subtraction
is achieved by adding the
two's complement of the
source operand to the
destination orerand.

Both the source and
destination are general
purpose word registers
designated by the Rs and
Rd fields of the instruction
respectively. The 16 bit
result is loaded into the
destination register, whose
original contents are lost.
The contents of the source
are not affected.

C: Reset to g on carry from most
significant bit of result.
Set otherwise.

Z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if there is arith-
metic overflow. Reset
otherwi se.



SBCB Rs, Rd
R S,NS 11 0 I I 0 I I 0 l Rs Rd 5 Operation, !

dst<O:7> +dst<O:7>- src<O:7>- C

The source operand byte is
subtracted from the desti-
nation operand byte along
with carry. to obtain the
result. The subtraction
is achieved by adding the
two's complement of the
source operand to the desti-
nation operand.

Both the source and destina-
tion are general purpose
byte registers designated
by the Rs and Rd fields of
the instruction respectively.
The 8-bit result is loaded
into the destination re-
gister, whose original con-
tents are lost. The contents
of the source are not
a Itered.

C: Reset to g on carry from most
significant bit of result.
Set otherw ise.

z: Set to I if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

5: Set to J if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to I if there is arith-
metic overflow. Reset other-
wise.

DA: Set to I always
H: Reset to g if there is a

carry from the most significant
bit of the lower 4 bits of the
result. Set otherwise.

AFFECTED
UNAFFECTED



S ,NS I 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I

R15<O:15> <- R15<O:15>- 2
(RI5<O:15» <- PC<O:15>+ 2

RI5<O: 15> <- RI5<O: 15>- 2
(RI5<O: 15>)<- FCW
RI5<O: 15> <- R15<O: 15>- 2
(RI5<O:15» <- Identifier
FCW <- (NPSAP<O: 15>+ 4)
PC <- (NPSAP<O: 15>+ 6)

I 39, 33

RI5<O:15> <- RI5<O:15>- 2
(RRI4<O:22» <- PC OFFSET + 2
RI5<O:15> <- R15<0:15>- 2
(RRI4<0:22» <- PC SEGMENT
RI5<0:15> <- RI5<0:15>- 2
(RRI4<0:22» <- FCW
R15<0:15> <- RI5<o:15>- 2
(RRI4<0:22» <- IdentIfier
FCW <- (NPSAP<0:22>+ 10)
PC SEGMENT <- (NPSAP<0:22> + 12)
PC OFFSET <- (NPSAP<0:22> + 14)

This instruction produces a system call trap. The system
call causes the program status to be pushed into the system stack
and then loads the new processor status using NPSAP.

The status stored on the stack comprises the program counter return address,
and the flag control word (FCW) as well as the system call
instruction itself, as the Identifier.

The new program counter and FCW are obta ined from the NPSAP
and are loaded into the relevant CPU registers to cause the transfer of
control. The 8 bit N field of the instruction is user definable, and
thus allows up to 256 identifiers.

C Z S Ip~ DAI H I AFFECTED
I I I I UNAFFECTED

Flags:

As specl.fIed bv the
new FCW.



SH I FT word ari thmet ic
(dynamic)

The contents of a general
purpose word register des-
ignated by the Rd field
of the instruction are shifted.
The magnitude and direction
of the shift are determined
from the contents of the
general purpose word register
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction. The reg-
ister contains a signed 2's
complement integer, which is
used to determine the shift
value. A positive number
indicates a left shift, and a
negative number indicates a
right shift. The magnitude of
the shift must be in the range
-16 to +16.

This operation is identical to
the operation SOL apart from
the treatment of the most
significant bit of the word,
bit 15. This bit is un-
altered during right shifts,
and shifts into the adjacent
bit, bit 14. For left shifts,
the bit is treated in an
identical manner to other bits
of the register. Thus a
signed operand has the sign
preserved during right shifts.

C Z S V 1 AFFECTED

'DA H I UNAF FECTE 0

C: Loaded from bit 15 shifted out of destination register (left shift)
or from bit ~ shifted out of the destination register (right shift).

Z: Set to 1 if the result is zero. Reset otherwise.
S: Set to 1 if most significant bit of resultant destination register

is 1. Reset otherwi se.
P/V: Set to I if sign of destination register is changed during shift.

Reset otherwi se.



SII I FT byte ar ithmet ic
(dynamic)

r z S pv .~FFECTED
D H JNAFFECTED

The contents of a general
purpose byte register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instruction are shifted. The
magnitude and direction of the
shift are determined from the
contents of the 'general purpose
word register designated by
the Rs field of the instruction.
The register contains a signed
2's complement integer, which
is used to determine the shift
value. A positive number indi-
cates a left shift and a negative
number indicates a right shift.
The magnitude of the shift must
be in the range -8 to +8.

This operation is identical
to the operation SDLB apart
from the treatment of the most
significant bit of the byte,
bit 7. This bit is unaltered
during right shifts, and
shifts into the adjacent bit,
bit 6. For left shifts, the
bit is treated in an identical
manner to other bits of the
reg ister. Thus a signed
operand has the sign preserved
during right shifts .

C: Loaded from bit 7 shifted out of
or from bit 0 shifted out of the

Z: Set to I if the result is iero.
S: Se t to I if mos t sign i f ican t bit

is I. Reset otherwise.
Set to I if sign of destination register is
Reset otherwi se.

destination register (left shift)
destination register (right shift).
Reset otherwise.
of resultant destination register



SHIFT long word arithmetic ISDAL I
(dynamic)

The contents of a general pur-
pose long word register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instruction are shifted. The
magnitude and direction of the
shift are determined from the
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruc-
tion. The register contains a
signed 2's complement integer,
which is used to determine the
shift value. A positive number
indicates a left shift, and a
negative number indicates a
right shift. The magnitude of
the shift must be in the range
-32 to +32.
This operation is identical to
the operation SDLL apart from
the treatment of the most sig-
nificant bit of the long word,
bit 31. Th is bit is una 1te red
into the adjacent bit, bit 30.
For left shifts, the bit is
treated to other bits of the
register. Thus a signed operand
has the sign preserved during
right shifts.

C Z S PV AFF:CED

DA H UNAFFECTED

C; Loaded from bit 31 shifted out of destination register (left shift)
or from bit ~ shifted out of the destination register (right shift).

Z: Set to 1 if the result is zero. Reset otherwi6e.
S: Set to 1 if most significant bit of resultant destination register

is 1. Reset otherwise.
P/V; Set to 1 if sign of destination register is changed during shift.

Reset otherwi se.



word log ic a 1
(dynamic)

C Z s1' AFFECTED

Ipv D~ H UNAFFECTED

The contents of a general
purpose word register desig-
nated by the Rd field of
the instruction are shifted.
The magnitude and direction
of the shift are determined
from the contents of the
general purpose word register
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction. The register
contains a signed 2'5 comple-
ment integer, which is used to
determine the shift value. A
positive number indicates a
left shift, and a negative
number indicates a right shift.
The magnitude of the shift must
be in the range -16 to +16.

C: Loaded from the last bit
shifted out of the desti-
nation register.

z: Set to 1 if the result is
zero. Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if, re"sult is
negative.
R'eset otherwise.

P/V: Undefined.



SH I FT byte log ica I
(dynamic)

Ic z S I AFFECTED

PVIDA H UNAFFECTED

15 + 3n* Operation
dst <0:7> + dst <0:7> (shifted)

The contents of a general
purpose byte register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instruction are shifted. The
magnitude and direction of the
shift are determined from the
contents of the general purpose
byte register designated by the
Rs field of the instruction.
The register contains a signed
2's complement integer, which
is used to determine the shift
value. A positive number indi-
cates a left shift, and a
negative number indicates a
right shift. The magnitude of
the shift must be in the range
-8 to +8.

c: Loaded from the last bit
shifted out of the desti-
nat j on reg i ster

Z: Set to I if the result is
~. Reset otherwise.

S: Set to J if the result is
negative. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Undefined.



SI1IFT long word logica.l
(dynamic)

SDLL dst, Rs

~oo,:'~~"

The contents of a general
purpose register pair des-
ignated by the Rd field of
the instruction are shifted.
The magnitude and direction
of the shift are determined
from the contents of the
general purpose word regis-
ter designated by the Rs
field of the instruction.
The register contains a signed
2's complement integer, which
is used to determine the shift
value. A positive number
indicates a left shift, and a
negative number indicates a
right shift. The magnitude of
the shift must be in the range
-32 to +32.

C: Loaded from the last bit
shifted out of the desti-
nation register.z: Set to 1 if the result is
zero.

sl 1 Reset otherwise.
C Z AFFECTED S: Set to 1 if result is

IpvlDA UNAFFECTED negative. Reset otherwise.
H P/V: Undefined.



SET dst, b

R S ,N.5 11 0 1 o 0 1 0 d Rd 0 4 Operation

SET dst, b

I~ S,NS 10 0 1 0 0 1 0 d Rd 0 11
DescriptionSET dst, b

dooool
The selected bit of

-DA NS 0 1 1 001 0 b 13 the word destination is
set to 1. The remaining

ADDRESS 15 bits are unaltered.
The destination is
determined by the applicable

SET dst, b addressing mode, while
the bit to be set is

DA sso b 14 determined by the binary
value of the b field of
the instruction.

SET dst, b
DA SLO o 0 1 0 16

SEGMENT

SET dst, b

o 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 I Rd,!O I b

ADDRESS

o I I o 0 1 0 I Rd,!O J b

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

AFFECTtD
C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED



AFFECTED

C Z S PV A H UNAF FECTE D

The selected bit of the
word destination is set
to 1. The destination
word operand is the
general purpose register
designated by the Rd field
of the instruction. The
bit of the destination
reg.ister to be set is
determined by a binary
decode of the least
significant 4 bits of a
general purpose word
register. This register
is designated by the Rs
field of the instruction.
The remaining 15 bits of
the destination are
unaltered.



SETB dst, b
S,Ns! I 0 1 0 0 1 0 01 Rd cr-

SETB dst. b

S,NS) 0 0 1 0 0 0 01 Rd#O ~

SETB dst b
o 1 I 0 0 1 0 0 I RMO I b

AODRESS

o 1 1 o 0 1 0 0 RMO I b

o I SEGMENT OFFSET

AFFECTED

C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED

The selected bit qf the
byte destination is set
to 1. The remaining 7
bits are unaltered. The
destination is determined
by the applicable addressing
mode, while the bit to
be set to 1 is determined
by the binary value of
the b field of the instruc-
t ion.



AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

The selected bit of the byte
destination is set to 1.
The destination byte operand
is the general purpose register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The bit of
the destination register to
be set is determined by
binary decode of the least
signficant 3 bits of a general
purpose word register. This
register is designated by
the Rs field of the instruction.
The remaining 7 bits of the
destination are unaltered.



SETfLG
(S,NS) 11- 0 0 0 I I o I gOOD 1 r 7 Operat ion

Oescription

The CPU flags C,Z,S and P/V
are set or unaltered, according
to the bit settings in the
instruction field as described
in the table below_

Instruct ion bit If Il If I

7 no effect set C flag
6 no effect set Z flag
5 no effect set S flag
4 no effect set P/V flag

Flags:

S Ipv I I I AFFECTED I See above.
C Z

I IDA I HI UNAFFECTED I



o T

AFFECTED
C Z S PV DA H UNAFFECTED

A general purpose byte desti-
nation register designated by
the Rd field of the instruction
is loaded from an input port.

The port address is determined
directly from the instruction.
The original contents of the
destination are lost.

The instruction is similar
in operation to the corres-
ponding standard I/O instruc-
tion. The significant difference
is that the data byte is trans-
ferred on the most significant
eight bus I ines. For standard
I/O instructions, transfers
take place on the least
significant eight lines.



SPECIAL INPUT byte from
I/O port to memory,

autodecrement.

o 0 1 1 1 o 1 a Rs 1 a a 1

a a a 01 Rc Rd 1 a a a

PV AFFECTED
C Z S 01 H UNAFFECTED

dst<0:7>
Rd<O: 15>
Rc<O: 15>

Rd<O: 15> -
Rc<O: 15> -

Data byte from the port addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rs field of the in-
st ruc t ion is loaded In to a
memory destination. The
destination is addressed by
the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rd field of the in-
struction. The original
contents of the destination
are lost. The contents of
the general purpose registers
designated by-Rd and Rc are then
decremented by 1.

This instruction is similar
in operation to the corres-
ponding standard I/O instruc-
tion. The significant
difference is that the data
byte is transferred on the
most significant eight bus
1ines. For standard I/O
instructions transfers take
place on the least significant
eight 1 ines.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc register
is zero. Reset otherwise.



SPECIAL INPUT byte from
I/O port to memory,
autodecrement and repeat.

o 0 1 1 1 010 Rs 1 0 0 1

10 0 0 o I Rc Rd o 0 0 0

p~l I AFFECTED
C Z s IDA! H UNAFFECTED

dst<0:7>
Rd<0:15>
Rc<0:15>

src<0:7>
Rd<O: 15> -
Rc<O: 15> -

Data byte from the port addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rs field of the instruc-
tion is loaded into the
memory destination. The
destination is addressed by
the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. The original contents
of the destination are lost.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by Rd are then decremented by
1. The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by Rc are decremented by 1.
The instruction i5 terminated
when the result of this
decrementation reaches zero.
This instruction is interruptible.

This instruction is similar
in operation to the corres-
ponding standard I/O instruc-
tion. The significant
difference is that the data
byte is transferred on the
most significant eight bus
lines. For standard I/O
instructions transfers take
place on the least significant
eight 1ines.



o 0 1 1 1 010 Rs 000 1
o 0 0 01 Rc Rd 100 0

IPV AFFECTED
C Z S I ID~ H UNAFFECTED

dst<0:7>
Rd<0:15>
Rc<0:15>

src<0:7>
Rd<O; IS> +

Rc<O: 15> -

Data byte from the port addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rs field of the in-
struction is loaded into a
memory destination. The
destination is addressed by
the contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. The original contents
of the destination are lost.
The contents of the general
purpose registers designated
by Rd are then incremented
by 1. The contents of the
general purpose register.
designated by Rc are decremented
by 1.

This instruction is similar
in operation to the corres-
ponding standard I/O instruc-
tion. The significant
difference is that the data
byte is transferred on the
most significant eight bus
lines. For standard I/O
instructions transfers take
place on the leas~ significant
eight 1ines.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc register
is zero. Reset otherwise.



SPECIAL INPUT byte from I/O ISINIRBI
port to memory. auto- .,•••••••••••,
Increment and repeat

0 0 1 1 1 o 1 0 Rs 000 1

o 0 o 01 Rc Rd o 0 0 0

PV AFFE cn D

C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

dst<0:7>
Rd<0:15>
Rc<0:15>

src<0:7>
Rd<O: 15> +

Rc<O: 15> -

Data byte from the
port add ressed
by the contents of the
general purpose register
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction is
loaded into a memory desti-
nation. The destination
is addressed by the contents
of the general purpose register
designated by the Rd field
of the instruction. The
original contents of the
destination are lost. The
contents of the general
purpose register designated
by Rd are then incremented
by 1. The contents of the
general purpose register
designated by Rc are de-
cremented by 1. Thi s instruc-
tion is termillated when the
result of this decrementation
reaches zero. This instruc-
tion is interruptible.

Th i 5 j n 5 t ru c t ion i 5 5 imil a r
in operation to the corres-
ponding standard I/O instruc-
tion. The significant
difference is that the data
byte is transferred on the
most significant eight bus
lines. For standard I/O
instructions transfers take
place on the least significant
eight 1ines.



SLA Rd, n

S,NS I" 1 10 o 1 1 Rd 9 13 + 3n*
n Ope rat ion

·':n is th e numbe r of places shifted. [I}E--t 15 .-
The contents of the word
destination register are
shifted left. The des-
tination is a general pur-
pose word register desig-
nated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The num-
ber of places to be shifted
is determined from the
value of the n field of the
instruction. The magnitude of
the shift must be in the range
o to 16. The n field is a
16 bit positive integer in
2's complement notation.

c z S PV AFFECTED

01 H UNAFFECTED

c: Loaded from the most signi-
ficant bit shifted out of
the register.

z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set if the most significant
bit of the resultant desti-
nation is 1. Reset otherwise.p(V: Set the 1 if sign of register
changed during shift oper-
ation. Reset otherwise.



SLAB Rd,n

I""'"

c z S PV AFFECTED

D H UNAFFECTED

The contents of the byte des-
tination register are shifted
left. The destination is a
general purpose byte register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The number of
places to be shifted is deter-
mined from the value of the
n field of the instruction.
The magnitude of the shift
must be in the range 0 to
8. The n field is a 16 bit
positive integer in 2's
complement notation.

c: Loaded from the most signi-
ficant bit shifted out of
the reg iste r.

Z: Set to I if result iszero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set if the most significant
bit of the resultant desti-
nation is 1. Reset otherwise.

PfV, Set to 1 if sign of register
changed during shift oper-
ation. Reset otherwise.



SHIFT long word left
ari thmet ic

SLAL Rd, n

1'01'0011 Eg
*n is the number of places shifted

c z S IDu AFFECTED

DA H UNAFFECTE D

~:::::===:===:::_-_-_-_1::20

The contents of the long word
destination register are shifted
left. The destination is a
general purpose long word
register designated by the Rd
field of the instruction. The
number of places to be shifted
is determined from the value of
the n field of the instruction.
The magnitude of the shift
must be in the range 0 to 32.
The n field Is a 16 bit posi-
tive integer in 2's complement
notation.

C: Loaded from the most signi-
ficant bit shifted out of
the reg ister.

Z: Set to I if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set if the most significant
bit of the resultant desti-
nation is 1. Reset other-
wise.

PiVI Set to 1 if sign of register
changedduring shift oper-
ation. Reset otherwise.



SLL Rd n

R S,NS I 0 I I 0 0 I I I Rd 10 0 0 I 13 + 3n* Ope rat ion
n

~15 +- O~O
*n is the number of places shifted.

Description

The contents of the word
des t inat ion register are
shifted left. The des t ina t ion
is a general purpose word
register designated by the Rd
field of the instruction. The
number of places to be shifted
is determined from the value of
the n field of the instruction.
The magnitude of the shift must
be in the range 0 to 16. The n
field is a 16 bit positive
integer in 2's complement
notat ion.

Flags:

C: Loaded from the last
bit shifted out of the
register.

C 1 zl I z: Set to 1 if resu It is zero.S AFFECTEO Reset otherwise.

I I DA H UNAFFECTED S: Set if the most significantPV bi t of the resultant desti-
nation is 1. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Undefined.



SLLS Rd n
R S,NS I a I I a a I a I Rd 10 a 0 I 13 + 3n* Operat ion

n
~}E- O~O

~':n is the number of places shifted

Deser i pt i on

The contents of the byte
destination reg i 5 te rare
shifted left. The destination
is a general purpose byte
register designated by the
Rd field of the instruction.
The number of places to be
shifted is determined from
the value of the n field of
the instruction. The magnitude
of the shift must be in the
range a to 8. The n field is a
16 bit positive integer in 215
complement notation.

Flags:

c: Loaded from the last
elz I S bit shifted out of theAFFECTED register.

I I UNAFFECTED z: Set to I if resu It is zero.P DA H Reset othe rwi se.
S: Set if the most significant

bit of the resultant desti-
nat i on is 1. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Undefined.



SLL Rd

S,NS 1 0 I I 0 0 1 I I Rd 10 1 0 1 13 + 3n* Operation

The contents of the register
pair are shifted left. The
register pair is designated
by the Rd field of the
instruction. The magnitude
of the shift is determined
from the value of the n field
of the instruction. The magni-
tude of the shift must be in
the range 0 to 32. The n field
is a 16 bit positive integer
in 2's complement notation.

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

C: Loaded from the most signi-
ficant bit shifted out of
the register.

Z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set if the most significant
bit of the resultant desti-
nation is 1. Reset other-
wi se.



SPEC IAL OUTPUT byte
from memory to I/O port,
autodecrement and repeat.

a a I 1 1 a I a Rs 1 a 1 1

a a a aT Rc Rd a a a a dst<0:7>
Rs<O: 15>

s rc<O: 7>
Rs<0:15>-

*n is the number of
iterations.

A Data byte in memory. addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruc-
tion, is loaded into the
destination port. The desti-
nation is addressed by the
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. The source contents
are unaltered. The contents
of the general purpose regi-
ster designated by Rs
are then decremented by 1.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by the Rc field is decre-
mented by 1. The instruction
is terminated when the result
of this decrementation
reaches zero. This instruction
is interruptible.

This instruction is similar
in operation to the corres-
ponding standard I/O instruc-
tion. The significant
difference is that the data
byte is transferred on the
most significanr eight bus
1ines. For standard I/O
instructions transfers take
place on the least significant
eight 1 ines.

11pv AFFECTE D
C z Is I DA H UNAFFECTED



SPECIAL OUTPUT byte from
memory to I/O port,
autoincrement and reoeat.

ISOTIRBI

o 0 1 1 1 o 1 0 Rs o 0 1 1

~ 0 0 o I Rc Rc o 0 o a

PV AFFECTED

C Z 5 DP H UNAFFECTED

11 + 10n* Operation

dst<0:7> <- src<O: 7>
Rs<0:15> Rs<O: 15>+
Rc<O: 15> <- Rc<O: 15>-

A data byte in the memory,
addressed by the contents
of the general purpose
register designated by the
Rs field of the instruction,
is loaded into the destination
port. The destination is
addressed by the contents
of the general purpose regis-
ter designated by the Rd field
of the instruction. The
source contents are unaltered.
The contents of the general
purpose register designated
by Rs are then incremented
by 1. The contents of the
general purpose register
designated by P.care decre-
mented by 1. This instruction
terminates when the result
of this decrementation reaches
zero. This instruction is
interruptible.
This instruction is similar
in operation to the corres-
ponding standard I/O instruc-
tion. The significant
difference is that the data
byte is transferred on the
most significant eight bus
lines. For standard I/O
instructions transfers take
place on the least significant
eight 1ines.



10 I I I

AFFECTED

C Z S PI OA H UNAFFECTED

The contents of the general
purpose byte source register
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction are loaded
into an output port. The
port address is determined
directly from the instruction.
The source contents are
unaltered. The instruction is
similar in operation to the
corresponding standard I/O
instruction. The significant
difference is that the data
byte is transferred on the
most significant eight bus
lines.for standard I/O
instructions transfers take
place on the least significant
eight lines.



SPeCIAL OO!PUT byte from
memory to I/O port,
autodecrement.

o 0 1 1 1 o 1 0 Rs I 0 1 1

o 0 0 01 Rc Rd I 0 0 0

V AFFECTED
.C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

dst<0:7> src<0:7>
Rs<O: 15> + Rs<O: 15>-
Rc<0:15> Rc<0:15>-

Oata byte in memory, addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruction,
is loaded into the destination
port. The destination is
addressed by the contents of
the general purpose register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The source
contents are unaltered. The
contents of the general pur-
pose register designated by
Rs are then decremented
by 1. The contents of the
general purpose register
designated by Rc are decre-
mented by 1.

This instruction is similar
in operation to the corres-
ponding standard I/O instruc-
tion. The significant
difference is that the data
byte is transferred on the
most significant eight bus
lines. For standard I/O
instructions transfers take
place on the least significant
eight 1ines.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



byte from memory to
I/O port, autoincrement.

o 0 1 I I o 1 0 Rs 0 o 1 1

o 0 o 0 I Rc Rd I 0 0 (

PV AFFECTEO
C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

dst<O: ]>
Rs<0:15>
Rc<O: 15> .•.

src<O: 7>
Rs<O: 15>+
Rc<O: 15>-

Data byte in memory. addressed
by the contents of the general
purpose register designated by
the Rs field of the instruction,
is loaded into the destination
port. The destination is
addressed by the contents of
the general purpose register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The source
contents are unaltered. The
contents of the general purpose
register designated by Rs are
then incremented by 1. The
contents of the general purpose
register designated by Rc are
decremented by 1.
This instruction is similar
in operation to the corres-
ponding standard I/O instruc-
tion. The significant
difference is that the data
byte is transferred on the
most significant eight bus
lines. For standard I/O
instructions transfers take
place on the least significant
eight 1ines.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



SHIFT word arithmetic
right

SRA

I'"
n__ Rd_••g".

C Z S PV AFFECTED

DA H UNAFFECTED

[35

The contents of the word
destination register are
shifted right. The desti-
nation is a general purpose
word register designated by
the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. The number of places
to be shifted is determined
from the value of the n field
of the instruction. The magni-
tude of the shift must be in
the range 0 to 16. The n field
is a 16 bit negative integer
in 21s complement notation.

This operation is identical
to the operation SRL apart
from the treatment of the
most significant bit of the
word, bit 15. This bi t is
unaltered during the shift
operation, and shifts into
the adjacent bit, bit 14.
Thus a signed operand has
the sign preserved during
the shifting operation.

C: Loaded from the least
significant bit shifted
out of the register.

Z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set if the most significant
bit of the resultant desti-
nation is 1. Reset otherwise.

PIv: Reset.



byte arithmetic
right

SRAB Rd, n

I' 0 , , 0 0

c z S PV AFFECTED

A H UNAFFECTED

The contents of the byte
destination register are
shifted right. The desti-
nation is a general purpose
byte register designated by
the Rd field of the instruc-
tion. The number of places
to be shifted is determined
from the value of the n field
of the instruction. The magni-
tude of the shift must be In
the range 0 to 8. The n field
is a 16 bit negative integer
in 2's complement notation.
This operation is identical
to the operation SRLB apart
from the treatment of the
most significant bit of the
byte, bit 7. This bit is
unaltered during the shift
operation, and shifts into
the adjacent bit, bit 6.
Thus a signed operand has
its sign preserved during
the shifting operation.

C: Loaded from the least
significant bit shifted
out of the register.

z: Set to I if result is ~ero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set if the most signifi-
cant bit of the resultant
destination is 1. Reset
otherwi se.

P/V: Reset.



SIHFT long word right
ari thmetic

SRAL Rd, nI' 0 , , 0 0 , , •__ R_d_g ".

C Z S PV AFFECTED

Dt H UNAFFECTED

e=': ==:====':2~
The contents of the long
word destination register
are shifted right. The
destination is a general
purpose long word register
designated by the Rd field
of the instruction. The
number of places to be
shifted is determined from
the value of the n field of the
instruction. The magnitude of
the shift must be in the range
o to 32. The n field is a 16
bit negative integer in 2's
complement notation.
This operation is identical
to the operation SRLL apart
from the treatment of the
most significant bit of the
long word, bit 31. Th is bit
is unaltered during the shift
operation, and shifts into the
adjacent bit, bit 3D. Thus
a signed operand has its sign
preserved during the shifting
operation.

C: Loaded from the least signi-
ficant bit shifted out of
the register.z: Set to 1 if result is ~.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set if. the most significant
bit of the resultant desti-
nation is 1. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Reset.



C Z S AFFECTED

PV DA H UNAFFECTED

The contents of the word
destination register are
shift~d right.
The destination is a general
purpose word register desig-
nated by the Rd field of the
instruction. The number of
places to be shifted is
determined from the value of
the n field of the instruction.
The magnitude of the shift must
be in the· range 0 to 16. The
n field is a 16 bit negative
integer in 2's complement
notation.

C: Loaded from the least
significant bit shifted
out of the register.

Z: Set to I if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set if the most significant
bit of the resultant desti-
nation is 1. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Undefined.



SRLB, lid, n

'." I.' .O_I_.O_O_I_O_n_.

R

•

d_.G9 "

C Z S AFFECTEO
PV OA H UNAFFECTEO

The contents of the byte
destination register are
shifted right. The destina-
tion is a general purpose byte
register designated by the
Rd field of the instruction.
The number of places to be
shifted is determined from the
value of the n field of the
instruction. The magnitude of
the shift must be in the range
o to 8. The n field Is a 16 bit
negative integer in 2's comple-
ment notation.

C: Loaded from the least
significant bit shifted
out of the register.

Z: Set to I if result is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set if the most signifi-
cant bit of the resultant
destination is 1. Reset
otherwise.

P!V: Undefined.



long word logical right ~
(static)

SRLL Rd, n

',"I' , , , , , , , !

The contents of the long
word destination register
are shifted right. The
destination is a general
purpose register pair des-
ignated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The num-
ber of places to be shifted
is determined from the value
of the n field of the instruction.
The magnitude of the shift must
be in the range 0 to 32. The
n field is a 16 bit negative
integer in 2's complement
notation.

SI I I I AFFECTED

Ipv IDAI H I UNAFFECTED

C: loaded from the least signi-
ficant bit shifted out of
the register.

z: Set to I if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set if the most significant
bit of the resultant desti-
nation is 1. Reset otherwise.

P!V: Undefined.



SUBTRACT word from
register

SUB Rd, src

R S.Nsll a a a a a 1 1 I Rs Rd

SUB Rd, src

1M S,NS a a a a a a Rd

OPERAND

SUB Rd, s rc

1R S.Nslo D a a a a 1 1 I Rs#O [;J
SUB Rd, src

DA NS a 1 a a a a 11100001 Rd

ADDRE SS

,

a 1 a a a a I J a a a a I Rd
01 SEGMENT OFFSET

1 1I Rs#O I

a 1 a a a a 1 1 Rs#O 1 Rd

aT SEGMENT OFFSET

C Z S PV AFFECTED

DA H UNAFFECTED

The source word operand contents
are subtracted from the contents
of the general purpose word
register designated by the Rd
field of the instruction. The
result is loaded into the desti-
nation. The source operand is
obtained using the applicable
addressing mode. The original
contents of the destination
register are lost whi Ie those
of the source operand are
una 1tered.

C: Reset on carry from most signi-
ficant bit of result. Set to
1 otherwise (i.e .• borrow).

Z: Set to 1 if result is zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Rese t othe rw i se.

P/V: Set to 1 on arithmetic overflow.
Reset otherwise.



byte from
reg i ster

SUBB Rd, src

R S,NS 11 0 0 0 o 0 1 0 I Rs Rd 6 Operation

dst<0:7> +dst<0:7> - src<0:7>
SUBB Rd, src

1M S,NS o 0 o 0 0 0 1 0
OPERAND Description

The source byte operand contents
SUBB Rd, s rc are subtracted from the contents

1R S,NS 10 0 0 0 I GJ of the general purpose byte
o 0 1 0 Rs,lO 7 register designated by the Rd

field of the instruction. The
resu 1t is loaded into the desti-

SUBB Rd, src nation. The source operand
is obtained using the applicable

NS 0 10000 1 0 Rd 9 addressing mode. The original
contents of the destination

ADDRESS register are lost and those
of the source operand are unaltered.

1 0 00010 o 0 o 01 Rd

I SEGMENT OFFSET

10000 I 0
SEGMENT

SUBB Rd, src
SSO 0 1 0 000 1 0 Rs#O Rd

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

SUBB Rd, src
SLO 000 1 0

SEGMENT

C Z S PV DA H AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED

C: Reset on carry from most signIfi-
cant bit of result. Set to I
otherwise (i.e., borrow).

z: Set to 1 if result is 'zero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to I if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to I on arithmetic overflow.
Reset otherwise.

DA: Set to 1 always.
H: Reset on carry from most signi-

ficant bit of lower 4 bits of
result. Set otherwise (I.e.,
borrow) .



SUBTRACT long word from
reg ister

SUBL Rd, src

S ,NS 11 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 I Rs I Rd

o 0 o 1 0 0 1 o 10 0 0 0 I Rd

31 OPERAND 16

15 OPERAND 0

SUBL Rd, src

IR S,NS I 0 0 0 1 001 o I Rs#O Rd 14

SUBL Rd, src

DA NS o 1 0 I 0 0 0 Rd 15

ADDRESS

SUBL Rd, src

DA sso 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 o 0 o 0 Rd 16

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

SUBL Rd, s rc

DA SLO 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 18

SEGMENT

SUBL Rd, src

NS 010 100 0 Rd

ADDRESS

SUBL Rd, src

SSO 010 1 0 0 1 0 Rs#O Rd

SEGMENT OFFSET

SUBL Rd, src
SLO 0 1 0 0 1 0

SEGMENT

The source long word operand
contents are subtracted from
the contents of the general
purpose register pair
designated by the Rd field
of the instruction. The
result is loaded into the
destination. The source
operand is obtained using
the applicable addressing
mode. The original contents
of the destination register
are lost while those of the
source operand are unaltered.

c: Reset on carry from most
significant bit of result.
Set to 1 otherwise (i.e.,
borrow) .

Z: Set to 1 if result is Il.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is nega-
tive. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 on arithmetic over-
flow. Reset otherwise.



TEST condition codes and
set a bit in word

Tee Rd, ee
S. NS 11 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 I Rd 0

The contents of the flags
are compared with those
specified by the ee field
of the instruction. If the
comparison is successful, the
least significant bit of the
destination word is set to 1.
Otherwise this bit is unaffected.
Remaining bits of the desti-
nation are not altered.

AFFECTED

UNAFFECTED



TEST cond it ion codes,
and set a bit in byte

TCCS Rd. CC

S,NS 11 0 1 0 1 1 I 0 1__ R_d CC__

The contents of the flags are
compared with those specified
by the CC field of the instruc-
tion. If the comparison is
successful, the least sIgni-
ficant bit of the destination
byte Is set to 1. Otherwise,
unaffected. Remaining bits of
the destination are not altered.



TEST dst

S,NS II a a a 1 1 a 1 I Rd

TEST dst

S,NS 10 a a a 1 1 a 11 Rd

TEST ds t

NS a J a a 1 1 a

AODRESS

The contents of the destination
word operand are tested to set
the appropriate flags. Testing
is done by performing a logical
OR operation between destination
word and zero. The destination
is determined by the applicable
addressing mode and the con-
tents of the destination are
not altered.

.... 0
__________....0

z: Set to 1 if resu 1t is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to 1 if resu 1t is negat i ve.
Reset otherwise.

a 1 a a 1 1 a 1 a a a 010 1 a a

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

TEST dst

NS a 1 a a 1 a 1 I Rd;lO 10 1 a a 12

ADDRESS

TEST dst
SSO a 1 a a 1 1 a Rd;lO a 1 a a 12

a SEGMENT OFFSET

TEST dst
SLO a a 1 1 a 15

SEGMENT

z S AFFECTED
C PV DP H UNAFFECTED



TESTB dst

R S,NS 11 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 I Rd B 7 Operation

TESTB ds t dst<0:7> +dst<0:7> V \l

IR S,NS 10 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 I Rd B 8

TESTB dst Oescription

DA 100 11 The contents of the destination
NS 0 I 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 byte operand destination are

ADDRESS tested to set the appropriate
flags. Testing is done by
performing a logical OR operation
between destination byte and

TESTB dst zero. The destination is
DA determined by the applicable

SSO 0 o 0 I 1 0 0 o 0 0 0 I 0 0 12 addressing mode and the con-
tents of the destination are

0 SEGMENT OFFSET not altered.

TESTB dst

DA SLO 0 I 100 14

SEGMENT

TESTB dst
v NS I 0 o 1 o 0 o 100 121\

ADORE SS

TESTB dst

X SSO o I 1 0 0 Rd;/O o 100 H!

SEGMENT OFFSET

z S PI AFFECTED
C DA H UNAFFECTED

z: Set to I if operand is zero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to I if operand is nega-
tive. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to I if parity of operand
is even. Reset otherwise.



TESTL dst

S,NS 11 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 I Rd a 13 Operation
dst<0:31> ~dst<0:31> V I1J

TESTL dst

S,NS 10 0 0 I 1 1 0 0 I Rd ~ 13

The contents of the long word
destination are tested to
set appropriate flags.
Testing is done by performing
a logical OR operation
between destination and zero.
The destination is determined
by the appl icable addressing
mode and the contents of the
destination are not altered.

o 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 o 0 00100 o 0

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

TESTL ds t

X NS 010 I 1 o 0 1 Rd,lO 10 0 0 0 17

ADORE SS

TESTL dst
X SSO 0 1 0 1 1 100 Rd,lO o 0 o 0 17

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

dst
v SLO1\ 1 1 1 0 0 20

SEGMENT

z S AFFECTED

C PV DA H UNAFFECTED

z: Set to 1 if result iszero.
Reset otherwi se.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.



TRANSLATE byte, autodecrementf TROB}

I 0 I I 1 o 0 0 Rd 1 0 o 0

000 01 Rc Rs 00 o 0

PV AFFECTED
C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001)
designated by the Rs field of
the instruction contains the
starting address of a byte
table.

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ800l)
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction contains the
address of a byte string to be
translated.

The general purpose register
designated by the Rc field of
the instruction contains the
length (in bytes) of the
string remaining to be translated.

A byte is read from the address
specified by the Rd register.
This byte is used as a table
index and is added to the
starting address of the table.
The translated byte is read
from this address, and is
loaded into the address specified
by the Rd register.

The address specified by the Rd
register is decremented by I to
point to the next byte of the
string. The contents of the
register designated by the Rc
field of the instruction are
decremented by I, to indicate the
remaining length of the string
to be translated. This completes
'one i terat j on.

This instruction terminates after
I iteration. It is a special
case of the instruction TRDRB.

Z: Undefined.
P/V: Set to 1 if result of

decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwi se.



TRANSLATE byte,
autodecrement
and repeat.

I a 1 1 1 a a a Rd I I a a
a a a 01 Rc Rs a a a a

PV AFFECTEO

C Z S OA H UNAFFECTEO

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001)
designated by the Rs field of
the instruction contains the
starting address of a byte
table.

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001)
designated by the Rd field
of the instruction contains
the address of a byte string
to be translated.

The general purpose register
designated by the Rc field
of the instruction contains
the length (in bytes) of the
string remaining to be
trans 1ated.

A byte is read from the address
specified by the Rd register.
This byte Is used as a table
Index and Is added to the
starting address of the table.
The translated byte Is read
from this address and Is loaded
Into the address specified by
the Rd register.

The address specified by the
Rd register is decremented by
I to point to the next byte
of the string. The contents
of the register designated by
the Rc field of the instruction
are dec remen ted by 1, to ind i -
cate the remaining length of
the string to be translated.
This completes one iteration.

The instruction repeats until
the contents of the Rc register
reach zero, indicating that
the string has been exhausted.
This instruction is inter-
ruptible at the end of each
iteration.



1 0 I I I 000 Rd o 0 0 0

o 0 o ~ Rc Rs o 0 0 0

PV AFFECTEO
.C Z S OA H UNAFFECTED

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001)
designated by the Rs field
of the instruction contains
the starting address of a
byte table.

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001)
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction contains the
address of a byte string to
be translated.

The general purpose register
designated by the Rc field of
the instruction contains the
length (in bytes) of the string
remaining to be translated.

A byte is read from the address
specified by the Rd register.
This byte is used as a table
index and is added to the
starting address of the table.
The translated byte is read
from this address, and is
loaded into the address specified
by the Rd register.

The address specified by the
Rd register is incremented by
I to point to the next byte of
the string. The contents of the
register designated by the Rc
field of the instruction are
dec remen ted by 1, to ind,icate
the remaining length of the
string to be translated. This
completes one iteration.

This instruction terminates after
1 iteration. It is a special
case of the instruction TRIRB.

Z: Undefined.
P/V: Set to 1 if result of

decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



,

I 0 I I I 0 0 0 Rd o I 0 0

0 0 o 01 Rc Rs 000 0

PV AFFECTED

C Z S DA H UNAFFECTED

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001)
designated by the Rs field of
the instruction contains the
starting address of a byte table.

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001)
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction contains the
address of a byte string to
be translated.

The general purpose register
designated by the Rc field of
the instruction contains the
length (in bytes) of the string
remaining to be translated.

A byte is read from the address
specified by the Rd register.
This byte is used as a table
index and is added to the
starting address of the table.
The translated byte is read
from this address, and is
loaded into the address spe-
cified by the Rd register.

The address specified by the Rd
register is incremented by I
to point to the next byte of
the string. The contents of
the register designated by the
Rc field of the instruction
are decremented by 1, to indi-
cate the remaining length of the
string to be translated. This
completes one iteration.

The instruction repeat. until
the Gontents of the Rc register
reach zero, indicating that the
string has been exhausted. This
instruction is interruptible at
the end of each iteration.



I TRTDBI

I 0 I I I 000 Rd I 0 1 0

o 0 0 o I Rc Rs o 0 o 0

z PV AFFECTED

C S DA H UNAFFE CTE D

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001)
designated by the Rs field of
the. instruction contains the
starting address of a byte table.

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001)
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction contains the
address of a byte string to be
translated and tested.

The general purpose register
designated by the Rc field of
the instruction contains the
length (in bytes) of the string
remaining to be translated
and tested.

A byte is read from the address
specified by the Rd register.
This byte is used as a table
index and is added to the
starting address of the table.
The translated byte is read
from this address and is loaded
into the general purpose byte
register R0 for testing.

The address specified by the
Rd register is decremented by I
to point to the next byte of the
string. The contents of the
register designated by the Rc
field of the instruction are
decremented by I. to indicate
the remaining length of the
string to be translated and
tested. This completes one
iteration.

This instruction terminates after
I iteration. It is a special
case of the instruction TRTDRB.

Z: Set to I if the translated
byte is zero. Reset otherwise.

P!V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwi se.



I 0 I I I 000 Rd I I 1 0

0 0 0 01 Rc Rs 1 I n
*n is the number of

iterations.

z PV AFFECTED

C S OA H UNAFFECTED

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001) de-
signated by the Rs field of the
instruction contains the starting
address of a byte table.

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001) de-
signated by the Rd field of the
instruction contains the
address of a byte string to be
translated and tested.

The general purpose register
designated by the Rc field of
the instruction contains the
length (in bytes) of the string
remaining to be translated and
tested.

A byte is read from the address
specified by the Rd register.
This byte is used as a table
index and is added to the
starting address of the table.
The translated byte is read
from this address and is loaded
into the general purpose byte
register R~ for testing.

The address specified by the Rd
register is decremented by I to
point to the next byte of the
string. The contents of the
register designated by the Rc
field of the instruction are
decremented by I, to indicate
the remaining length of the
string to be translated and tested.
This completes one iteration.

The instruction repeats unti I the
value loaded ·into the R~ register
is non zero or until the
contents of the Rc register reach
zero, indicating that the string
has been exhausted. This instruc-
tion is interruptible at the end
of each iteration.

Z: Set to I if the translated
byte is zero. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



1 a I I 1 a a a Rd a a I a
a a a I Rc Rs a a a a

z v I AFFECTED

C S AI H UNAFFECTED

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001)
designated by the Rs field of
the instruction contains the
starting address of a byte
table.

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001)
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction contains the
address of a byte string to be
translated and tested. The
general purpose register de-
signated by the Rc field of
the instruction contains the
length (in bytes) of the string
remaining to be translated and
tested.

A byte is read from the address
specified by the Rd register.
Th is byte is used as a tab Ie
index and is added to the
starting address of the table.
The translated byte is read
from this address, and is
loaded into the general purpose
byte register R~ for testing.

The address specified by the
Rd register is incremented
by I to point to the next byte
of the string. The contents of
the register designated by
the Rc field of the instruction
are decremented by 1. to indi-
cate the remaining length of
the string to be translated and
tested. This completes one
iterat ion.
This instruction terminates
after I Iteration. It is a
special case of the instruc-
t ion TRT IRB.

Z: Set to I if the translated
byte is zero. Reset
otherwi se.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc Is zero.
Reset otherwise.



byte ITRTIRBI
and repeat

1 0 I I I o 0 0 Rd o 1 I 0

o 0 0 o I Rc Rs I I I 0
*n is the number of translate

i terat ions.

7 V AFFECTED

C S PA H ~NAFF;:CTED

The general purpose register
(register pair in AmZ8001) de-
signated by the Rs field of
the instruction contains the
starting address of a byte table.

The general purpose register
(register pai r in AmZ800l)
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction contains the
address of a byte string to be
translated and tested.

The general purpose register
designated by the Rc field of
the instruction contains the
length (in bytes) of the string
remaining to be translated
and tested.

A byte is read from the address
specified by the Rd register.
This byte is used as a table
index and is added to the
starting address of the table.
The translated byte is read
from this address, and is
loaded into the general purpose
byte registerR.Ql.for testing.

The address specified by the
Rd field is incremented by I
to point to the next byte of
the string. The contents of the
register designated by the Rc
field of the instruction are
decremented by I, to indicate
the remaining length of :he
string to be translated and tested.
This completes one iteration.

The instruction repeats until
the value loaded into the R~
reg i ster is non zero 'Or unt i 1
the contents of the Rc register
reach zero, indicating that the
string has been exhausted. This
instruction is interruptible at
the end of each iteration.

Z: Set to I if the table entry
is zero. Reset otherwise.

P/V: Set to 1 if result of
decrementing Rc is zero.
Reset otherwise.



TSET dst

R S,NS 11 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 I Rd g 7

TSET dst

IR S,NS 10 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 I Rd Q 11

TSET ds t

DA NS o 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 o 1 1 0 14

ADDRESS

TSET dst

o 1 0 o 1 I 0 1 o 0 o 0 10 1 1 0

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

SLO 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

SEGMENT

o 1 I Rd;!O I0 1 1 0

010 o 1 1 0 1 Rd;!O 10 1 1 0

o I SEGMENT OFFSET

S AFFECTED

C Z PV DA H UNAFFECTED

If dst<0:15> + is negative
then S Flag +

otherwise flag + 0
dst<0:15> + FFFF

The most significant (sign)
bit of the destination word
is loaded into the S flag.
The contents of the desti-
nation are then set to all
I '5. The destination is
determined by the applicable
addressing mode.

S: Set to 1 if the most signi-
ficant bit of the destination
is 1. Reset otherwise.



TSETB dst

R S,NS 11 000 1 1 o 0 I Rd 0 7 Operation

If dst<0:7> is negative
TSETB dst then 5 Flag 1

IR S,NS 10 0 0 0 1 1 o 0 I Rd 0 11 otherwi se 0
dst<0:7> +-FF

TSETB dst Description

DA NS o 1 0 o 1 1 0 o 10 0 0 0 10 1 1 0 14 The most significant (sign)
bit of the destination byte

ADDRESS is loaded into the 5 flag.
The contents of the desti-
nation are then set to all

TSETB dst l's. The destination is
determined by the applicable

DA 550 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 000 0 o 1 1 0 15 addressing mode.

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

TSETB dst

X NS o 1 0 o 1 o 0 o 1 1 0 15

ADDRESS

TSETB dst
X 550 0 1 0 o 1 1 0 0 Rd 0 o 1 1 0 15

0 SEGMENT OFFSET

dst
"A SLO 001 100 18

SEGMENT

5 AFFECTED

C Z IPV DA H UNAFFECTED

5: Set to 1 if the most signifi-
cant bit of the destination
is 1. Reset otherwise.



word vii th
register.

XOR Rd,

11 000

S, NS 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 Rd

OPERAND

XOR Rd, src

S,NS 10 0 0 0 I 0 0 I IRs#O 0
XOR Rd, src

o 1 0 0 1 0 0 I 1 0 0 0 01 Rd

o I o 0 100 1 o 0 o 01 Rd

01 SEGMENT OFFSET

010 o 1 0 0 1 Rs#O 1 Rd

o I SEGMENT OFFSET

z S " AFFECTED
C PV DA H UNAFFECTED

A logical EXCLUSIVE OR operation
is performed between correspon-
ding bits of the source and
destination words. The source
operand is obtained by the
appropriate addressing mode,
and the destination operand is
always a general purpose word
register designated by the Rd
field of the instruction. The
16-bit result is loaded into
the destination, whose original
contents are lost. The contents
of the source are not altered.

z: Set to I if result is ~ero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to I if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.



byte wi th
reg i 5 te r.

XORB Rd, sec

S ,NS 11 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I

o 0 0 0 1 000
OPERAND

XORB Rd. src

I0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I RsiO 0

z S PV AFFECTED
C DA H UNAFFECTED

A logical EXCLUSIVE OR operation
is performed between corresponding
bits of the source and destination
bytes. The source operand is
obtained by the appropriate
addressing mode, and the desti-
nation operand is always a
general purpose byte register
designated by the Rd field of
the instruction. The 8-bit
result is loaded into the
destination, whose original
contents are lost. The contents
of the source are not altered.

z: Set to 1 if result is tero.
Reset otherwise.

S: Set to 1 if result is negative.
Reset otherwise.

P/V; Set to I if parity of result
is even. Reset otherwise.



INSTRUCTIONS ARRANGED BY MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC OPERANDS NAME ADDRESSING MODES PAGE
FOR THE GROUP fOR THE GROUP

ADC Rd :Rs ADD words with carry R 48
ADCB ADD bytes wi th carry 49_
ADD Rd, src ADD word to register R, IR,DA, X, 1M 50
ADDB ADD byte to register 51
ADDL ADD long word to register 52
AND Rd,src AND word wi th register R, IR ,DA ,X ,IM 53
ANDB AND byte wi th register 54
BIT dst,Rs BIT test in a word (dynamic R 55
BITB BIT test in a byte (dynamic) 57
BIT BIT test in a word (static) R,IR,DA,X 56
BITB dst BIT test in a byte (static) 58
CALL dst CALL subroutine IR,DA,X 59
CALR d CALL subroutine relative RA 60
CLR dst CLEAR word R,IR,DA,X 61
CLRB CLEAR byte 62
CLRL CLEAR long word 63
COM dst COMPLEMENT word R,IR,DA,X 64
COMB COMPLEMENT byte 65
COMFLG COMPLEMENT flags {'6
CP Rd,src COMPARE register with word R, 1M, IR ,DA ,X 67CPB COMPARE reg i"ster wi th byte 68
CPL COMPARE register with long word 79
CP IM,dst COMPARE immediate word wi th IR,'DA,X 75memory
CPB COMPARE immediate byte wi th 76

memory
CPD dst,src,Rc COMPARE register to memory word, IR 69

autodecrement
CPDB COMPARE register to memory byte, IR 70

autodecrement
CPDR dst,src,Rc,CC COMPARE register to memory word, IR 71

autodecrement and repeat
CPDRB COMPARE register to memory byte, 72

autodecrement and repeat
CPI dst,src,Rc COMPARE register to memory word, IR 73

autoincrement
CPIB COMPARE register to memory byte, IR 74

autoincrement



DEC
DECB

DIV
DIVL

EXTS
EXTSB
EXTSL
HALT

OPERANDS
FOR THE GROUP

COMPARE register to memory word,
autoincrement and repeat
COMPARE register to memory byte
autoincrement and repeat

COMPARE word stings in memory,
autodecrement
COMPARE byte strings in memory,
autodecrement

COMPARE word strings in memory,
autodecrement and repeat
COMPARE byte strings in memory,
autodecrement and repeat

COMPARE byte strings in memory,
autoincrement
COMPARE byte strings in memory,
autoincrement

COMPARE word strings in memory,
autoincrement and repeat
COMPARE byte strings in memory,
autoincrement and repeat

DECREMENT word
DECREMENT byte

DIVIDE register pair by source word
DIVIDE register quadruple by source
long word

DECREMENT word register & jump on
non -ze ro
DECREMENT byte register & jump on
non-zero

EXCHANGE source word with
destination word
EXCHANGE source byte with
destination byte

EXTEND sign of word
EXTEND sign of byte
EXTEND sign of long word
HALT

AODRESSING MODES
FOR THE GROUP

99
100
101

102



INC
INCB

LD/LDR
LDB/LDRB
LDL/LDRL

LD/LDR
LDB/LDRB
LDL/LDRL

OPERANDS
FOR THE GROUP

NAME ADDRESSING MODES
FOR FiE GROUP

INPUT word to register from IR,DA
I/O port
INPUT byte to register from
I/O port
IACREMENT word R,IR,DA,X
INCREMENT byte

INPUT word from I/O port to IR
memory, autodecrement
INPUT byte from I/O port to
memory, autodecrement
INPUT word from I/O port to IR
memory, autodecrement and repeat
INPUT byte from I/O port to IR
memory, autodecrement and repeat

INPUT word from I/O port to IR
memory, autoincrement
INPUT byte from I/O port to IR
memory, autoincrement

INPUT word from I/O port to IR
memory, auto rnc rement and repeat
INPUT byte from I/O port to IR
memory, autoincrement and repeat

LOAD word register into memory
LOAD byte register into memory
LOADlong word register to memory

IR,DA,X,RA
,BA,BX

LOAD word into register
LOAD byte into register
LOAD long word into register

R, 1M, IR
DA,X,RA
BA,BX

LOAD immediate word into memory
LOAD immediate byte into memory
LOAD immediate long word into memory



MUlT
MUlTl
NEG
NEGB

OPERANDS
FOR THE GROUP

lOAD memory word to memory,
autodecrement
lOAD memory byte to memory,
autodecrement

lOAD memory word to memory,
autodecrement and repeat
lOAD memory byte to memory.
autodecrement and repeat

lOAD memory word to memory,
autoincrement
lOAD memory byte to memory,
au·toincrement

lOAD memory word to memory.
autoincrement and repeat
lOAD memory byte to memory,
autoincrement and repeat

lOAD multiple registers from
memory
lOAD multiple registers into
memory

MULTIPLY register with word
MULTIPLY register with long word

NEGATE word
NEGATE byte

ADDRESSING MODES
FOR THE GROUP

R, IM,I R,DA
X



INSTRUCTIONS ARRANGED BY MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC OPERANDS NAME ADDRESSING MODES PAGE
FOR THE GROUP fOR THE GROUP

OR Rd,src OR word wi th register R, 1M, IR,DA, X 153
ORB OR byte with register 154

OTDR dst,src,Rc OUTPUT word from memory to IR 155
I/O port, autodecrement and
repeat 156OTDRB OUTPUT byte from memory to
I/O port, autodecrement and
repeat

OTiR dst,src,Rc OUTPUT word to I/O port from IR 157
memory, autoincrement and
repeat

OTIRB dst,src,Rc OUTPUT byte to I/O port from 158
memory, autoincrement and
repeat

OUT RS,dst OUTPUT word to I/O port from IR,DA 159
register

OUTB OUTPUT byte to I/O port from 160
register

OUTD dst,src,Rc OUTPUT word to I/O port from IR 161
memory, autodecrement 162OUTDB dst,src,Rc OUTPUT byte to I/O port from
memory, autodecrement

OUTI dst,src Rc OUTPUT word to I/O port from IR 163
memory, autoincrement

164OUTIB dst,src,Rc OUTPUT byte to I/O port from
memory, autoincrement

POP dst src POP word R IR,DA X 165POPL POP long word 166
PUSH dst,src PUSH word R, 1M, IR,DA ,X 167
PUSHL PUSH long word 168
RES dst,b RESET bit in word (stat ic) R,IR,DA 169RESB RESET bit in byte (stat ic) X 171
RES dst,Rs RESET bit in word (dynamic) R 170RESB RESET bit in byte (dynamic) 172
RESFLG RESET flags 173

RET CC RETURN cond it'jona 1 174



RLC
RLCB
RLDB
RRDB

RRC
RRCB
SBC
SBCB

SDA
SDAB
SDAL
SDL
SDLB
SDLL
SET
SETB
SET
SETB

OPERANDS
FOR THE GROUP

NAME ADDRESSING MODES
fOR THE GROUP

ROTATE word left R
ROTATE byte left
ROTATE word left through carry R
ROTATE byte left through carry
ROTATE digit left, byte R
ROTATE digit right, byte
ROTATE word right R
ROTATE BYTE right
ROTATE word right through carry R
ROTATE byte right through carry
SUBTRACT word with carry R
SUBTRACT byte with carry

SHIFT word arithmetic (dynamic)
SHIFT byte arithmetic (dynamic)
SHIFT long word arithmetic (dynamic)
SHIFT word logical (dynamic)
SHIFT byte logical (dynamic)
SHIFT long word logical (dynamic)
SET bit in word (static)
SET bit in byte (static)
SET bit in word (dynamic)
SET bit in byte (dynamic)

SPECIAL input byte to register from
I/O port
SPECIAL input byte from I/O port to
memory. autodecrement
SPECIAL input byte from I/O port to
memory, autodecrement and repeat
SPECIAL input byte from I/O port to
memory. autoincrement

SPECIAL input byte from I/O port to
memory. autoincrement and repeat



SLA
SLAB
SLAL
SLL
SLLB
SLLL
SRA
SRAB
SRAL
SRL
SRLB
SRLL

SUB
SUBB
SUBL

TEST
TESTB
TESn.

OPERANDS
FOR THE GROUP

ADDRESSING MODES
FOR THE GROUP

SHIFT word arithmetic left (static) R
SHIFT byte arithmetic left (static)
SHIFT long word arithmentic left (static)

SHIFT word logical left
SHIFT byte logical left
SHtGT long word logical left

SHIFT word arithmetic right (static) R
SHIFT byte arithmetic riqht (static)
SHIFT long word right arTthmetic (static)

SHIFT word logical right (static) R
SHIFT byte logical right (static)
SHIFT long word logical right (static)

SPECIAL output byte from memory to I/O IR
port, autodecrement and repeat

SPECIAL output byte to I/O port, IR
autoincrement and repeat

SPECIAL output byte from register
to I/O port DA

SPECIAL output byte from memory to IR
I/O port, autodecrement

SPECIAL output byte from memory to
I/O port, autofncrement IR

SUBTRACT word from register
SUBTRACT byte from register
SUBTRACT long word from register

R, I ~\, I R
DA,X

TEST condition codes and set bit
in word
TEST condition codes and set bit
in byte

TEST word
TEST byte
TEST long vlord

TRANSLATE bute, autodecrement
and repeat

204
205
206

207
208
209

215
216
217

218
219
220

221
222
223

224



INSTRUCTIONS ARRANGED BY MNEMONIC

MNEMONIC OPERANDS NAME AODRESSING MODES PAGE
FOR THE GROUP fOR THE GROUP

TRIRB dst,src,Rc TRANSLATE byte, autoincrement IR 232
and repeat

TRTDB dst,src,Rc TRANSLATE & TEST byte,autodecrement IR 233
TRTDRB dst,src,Rc TRANSLATE & TEST byte, autodecrement 234

and repeat

TRTI B dst,src,Rc TRANSLATE & TEST byte, autoincrement IR 235
TRTIRB dst,src,Rc TRANSLATE & TEST byte, autoincrement 236

and repeat

TSH dst TEST word and set R,IR,DA,X 237
TSHB dst TEST byte and set 238
XOR Rd, src EXC LUS IVE OR word wi th register R, 1M,DA, X ,IR 239
XORB EXCLUSIVE OR byte wi th register 240


